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AbSIran

Review of New York State law and administrative arrangements for the conservation of marine
fishery resources shows that, for practical purposes, the state has na cohesive fishery
management policy which presents long-range objectives. Instead, marine fishery regulations
have been established piecemeal. Introduced legislation is usually based on popular solu-
tions and is without benefit of sufficient scientific background information. Increasing
popularity in the recreational fisheries has resulted in increased efforts to restrict

the commercial fisheries. Moreover, rational decision-making has been hindered by a lack
of fundamental information on the total amount of commercial and recreational fishing
catch and effort, and on the abundance and distribution of the resources. New York State
cannot manage its living marine resources without a management plan, adequate information
on all fishing activities, and adequate cooperation from other states in managing migra-
tory species.
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Conclusions and Recommendations
CONCLUSIONS

1. There is no clear statement of

policy and objectives for marine fisheries

management by which the Department of Environ-

mental Conservation can plan research goals
and priorities.

2. There is no long-range marine

fisheries management plan in New York State.

3. The Environmental Conservation Law

is generally dominated by controls on
environmental pollution, while establishing
adequate controls on harvesting of state-

owned marine resources has been secondary.

4. State law pertaining to regula-
tion of marine fisheries, including recent
legislation, is not based on adequate scien-

tific information and is designed more for

short-term expediency rather than fcr long-
range management goals.

5. State law pertaining to regula-

tion of marine fisheries, including recent

legislation, restricts commercial fisheries

'more than recreational fisheries. Depart-
mental attitude as expressed in the Environ-

mental Plan favors allocation of living
marine resources primarily for recreational

use. 6. The recreational fisheries are
virtually unregulated and the amount of

their catch and fishing effort is largely
unknown.

7. New York state cannot effectively
manage its living marine resources without

first recognizing, monitoring, and, if

necessary, regulating all fishing activities.

8. New York State cannOt effectiVely

manage fisheries based on migratory species

without adequate interstate and inter-

national management schemes.

9, The only marine fisheries which

New York State can manage unilaterally are

those based on endemic species, which

currently include the state's most econ-

omically valuable resource, the hard clam.

RECOMMENDATIONS

l. A marine resources policy should be

formulated with clearly stated objectives

for mar ine fisheries man ageme n t .

2. A management plan including re-

search goals and priorities should be

formulated, so that information and

monitoring needs can be met within pre-

vailing financial limitations.

3. Easic information on state fishery

resources and the total effect of commercial

and recreational fishing should be collected

and analyzed for the benefit of legislative

decision-making.

4. In lieu of effective interstate

management of migratory species, endemic

resources should be given top management

pri ori ty.

5. Interstate mechanisms for marine

fisheries management, such as the Atlantic

States Marine Fisheries Commission, should

be strengthened.

6. Recreational fishing should be

recognized as having a significant impact on
state fishery resources and an investigation

should be made to determine hcw the

recreational iisheries can best be managed.
7. The social and economic value of

each of the state's living marine resources

must be determined as a guide to establishing
management priorities.

B. Out-of-state fishery management

experts should be consulted to suggest

specific areas for institutional improvement
and model state legislation.

9. The three New York State represen-

tatives on the Atlantic States Marine

Fisheries Commission should submit a written

report annually to the governor, speaker of

the assembly, and senate majority leader of

New York State on the problems and progress

of interstate cooperation in fishery manage-
ment.



Introduction

CONSERVATION RESPONSIBILITY AND OBJECTIVE

From the beginning, man's responsibility for

conserving living resources in the sea has

been neither well defined nor well executed.

A basic problem is the classification of

natural resources as common property.

Common property resources are open to all

users and there is often no mechanism, legal

or moral, for controlling the quantity of

such resources taken by each user. In

spite of the fact that future abundance and

productivity of a common property resource

may depend on conservative harvesting

principles, there is no incentive for users

to practice conservation, when each new user

and each new increase in harvesting effort

can stand to benefit at least temporarily.

Any conservatidn attempts by one user can

easily be rendered ineffective through

increased harvesting by other users. Hence,

conservation of common property resources

should be everyone's responsibility. Some

higher authority or government which presides

over individual resource users must assume

trusteeship for the natural resources and

responsibility for their consexvation.

Economically valuable marine fish,

shellfish, crustacea, and plants are examples

of living resources which are, in many

instances, considered common property. The

industries harvesting these resources are

broadly referred to as the marine fisheries.

Attempts at conservation of living marine

resources through xegulation of the marine

fisheries have been based on either uni-

lateral jurisdiction by government or multi"

lateral agreement among the pximary users of

the resouxce. Efforts to regulate high

seas fisheries beyond the jurisdiction of

any one government are usually made through

multilabara'1' i6t.sr54tional arrangements.

Conservation of marine resources within

jurisdictional claims af a particular

country is the responsibility of that

nation's government. In the United States

marine conservation in general is entrusted

to the individual state governments which

have conservation authority over the marine

waters adjacent to their state and seaward

to the three-mile territorial limit. The

federal government claims jurisdiction over

fisheries beyond three miles in a nine-

mile-wide contiguous fisheries zona. Thus,

conservation of living marine resources

within twelve miles of the New York State

shoreline is a matter of unilateral juris-

diction by state and federal governments in

their xespective areas  see Fig. 1!-

The marine environment where New York

State has conservation responsibility for

fishery resources is known as the marine

district. In addition to that part of

the Atlantic Ocean within three nautical

miles of Long Island, the marine district

includes waters within the nine southernmost

counties and the Hudson River south of the

Tappan zee Bridge. The total area of the

marine district is approximately 1,900 square

statute miles  see Table 1! .



resources.

MEANING OF MANAGEblENT

The conservation responsibility for
New York State's living marine resources is

geographically defined by arbitrary
political boundaries . HOwever, the questiOn
is whether or not this responsibility is
meeting conservation objectives. Although
the state is committed to a policy of
conserving its natural resources, a clear
conservation objective is absent from basic

policy statements.~

Simply stated, conservation should

prevent overharvesting and other adverse

effects so that a continuous and sustained

yield can be maintained, The same objective
is sought in agriculture and forestry and
any natural resource for which the harvester
must rely on natural growth to replace that
which was harvested. The difference between

terrestrial and mari.ne living resources,
however, is that the latter frequently can-
not be contained within political bounda-
ries. Thus, the conservation actions of
one government over one area of the marine

environment cannot conserve migratory re-
sources without the caoperation of the other,
government jurisdictions through which the
resource may move. Conservation of migra-
tory resources is morally the responsibility
of every government, but practically the
responsibility of no one government.

The conservation goals for New York are,
first, to ensure continuous production of
marine fish resources that stay within state
boundaries and, second, to join with
neighboring states to work for the same

objective for migratory fish resources.
These goals can be attained by rational
management of all harvesting and other activ-

ities that may deleteriously affect the
natural growth and replacement of marine fish

Nanagement of marine fisheries means con-

trolling exploitation of marine fish

resources. The conservation objective is to
maintain exploitation of a living resource

within its natural reproductive limits.

However, managing a fishery also involves

making decisions based an the social and

economic values of the resaurce. Political

decision-making alone may not lead to effec-
tive management because the information a

legislator receives from his fishing constit-
uency may be based on emotion or faulty
reasoning rather than fact. Full use of

scientific information as a basis for polit-
ical decision-making is an integral part of
rational management. Rati onal management
bridges the gap between the conservation

needs of the resource and the social and

econamic needs of fishermen. management
decisiee4eakfeg~aeaC also be enforcible and

enforced to be effective. Thus, rational

fisheries management consists of three im-
portant functions: research, decision-

making or lawmaking, and enforcement.
New York State can go a long way to-

ward achieving its conservation objective
through the efficient functioning of these
three elements. But faultless conservation
of living marine resources is not an easy
management task. In addition to problems of
overharvesting, management must deaL with
water pollution, changes in the coastal

environment, and natural fluctuations in
resource abundance which may or may not be
inf 1uen ced by human activities . Noni. toring
and maintaining environmental standards im-

portant for healthy fish resources is a

significant management concern. There are
intricate social problems involving conflicts
of interests among commercial fisheries in
different states, between commercial and
recreational f isher ies, and between domes ti c
and foreign fisheries. Decision-makers must
accept the challenge of instituting unpopular
controls on resource consumption, if needed.



LACK OF NANAGEMENT

Lack of management for any number of bio-

logic, economic, or social reasons is mani-

fested in the long run by a general decline

in fish landed in spite of a steady or

increasing market for the resource. Lack

of management results when political pressures

to resolve a conflict produce ad hoc legis-

lation which treats only the symptom and not

the cause of the problem. Legislators

pressed for popular solutions are then forced

to consider frequently unsubstantiated and

emotional information. Inadequate information

on the life history of a particular resource,

for example, may lead to faulty management by

producing regulations that do not allow for

natural fluctuations in abundance.

Fishermen tend to shift from a resource

that is declining or depleted to resources

that are relatively undezutilized or other-

wise abundant, Historical records of com-

mercial fish landings show a trend of growing

fishing intensity on a resource and then a

shift to another resource as the first loses

its economic appeal, because either the market

is flooded or the resource is so scarce that

it costs too much in time and money to catch.

A recent historical review of commercial

marine fisheries in New York State sugqests

that these characteristics  general decline

in landings and successive shifting from one

resource to another! are the symptoms of lack

of management in New York. Figure 2 docu-

ments the general decline in total food fish

landings from a peak in 1939, as compared to

the fairly constant average landed value of

the resource. Figure 3 documents the landings

of separate groups of New York's marine fish

resources in chronological order of their

successive rise and decline. The species for

Figure 3 were chosen because their dominance

in the fishery landings statistics occurred

at approximately the same time. Significantly,

each resource or group of resources reached a

relative peak of exploitation and then de-

clined to extremely low levels as they were

FIGURE 2 Total Food Fief'ieh Landings lx Sew
York Stats 2929-1972
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This total does not include shellfish, crusta-
cea, and finfish used for industrial purposes.

In this and following figures, dotted lines
indicate data not available for interim years.

FrOm 14CHugh, 1974. Biological consequences of
alternative regimes. In Problems of fishe
'urisdiction and enforcement: t e case o the

Law of the Sea Insti-
Rhode Island.

depleted and fishinq attention was turned to

other resources. If history continues to re-

peat itself, New York can expect the same

fate for its shellfish resources, the most

commercially valuable today, supporting a

multimillion-dollar industry  see Fig. 4 and

Table 6! .

Employment in the fisheries is directly

related to the availability of fish resources

and their market value. Figure 5 illustrates

data comparing regular  full-time! fishermen,

casual fishermen  those who gain less than

50 per cent of their annual income from

fishing!, and fishermen on vessels  boats

weighing more than five net tons! . The post-

war increase in fishermen employed in New

York fisheries did little to sustain the peak

produc%%~ 'tH"'8558~%infish  see Fig. 2!. In
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fact, food finfish started to decline well

before peak employment in the commercial
fisheries. Most of the fishing effort was
being directed toward the shellfish resources
 see Fig. 4! . The sharp decline in fish-
eries employment during the early 1950s,
especially among fishermen on boats and on
shore, was matched by the decline in shell-
fish landings during the same period. Employ-
ment on vessels remained relatively high and
constant from 1951 through 1955, reflecting
only moderate decline in food finfish land-
ings during the same period. Since that
time, however, the number of fishermen on
vessels has declined while the number of
fishermen on boats and on shore has increas-
ed, reflecting a gradual increase in shell-
fish landings.

These fishery trends indicate the
antithesis of good resource management.
Ideally, fisheries management should stabi-
lize population and harvest levels by can-
trolling exploitation. The important
question is, where has management failed in
research, decision-making, and enforcement?
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The Marine Fishery Law
State authority for the conservation

of living marine resources is contained in
the Environmental Conservation Law  ECL!,
Chapter 664, section 2 of the Laws of 1972.
The purpose of this act was to recodify the
the previous ECL of 1970 and to place all
relevant portions of the statutes of New
York State undex' the administration of the
Department of Environmental Conservation
 EnCon!. Included in this revision were
certain parts of the Conservation Law, Public
Health Law, Agriculture and Markets Law,
Executive Law, Navigation Law, and Unconsol-
idated Law. The 1972 ECL revision consti-
tutes Chapter 43B of the Consolidated Laws.
Provisions for the management of marine

fisheries are contained in Title 3 of

Article 13. Articles ll  " Fish and wild-

life" ! and 13  " Marine and Coastal Re-

sources"! are collectively known as the
F is h and Wi 1d 1 i f e Law. ~

Prior to 1970, statutes regulating
marine fisheries were in part IX of Article
IV, known as the Fish and Game Law, Chapter
647 of the Laws ox 1911. Arti.cle IV was
generally revised  except for part IX

relating to marine fisheries! in 1913, 1928,
and again in 1938. Part IX was revised

and recodified as Chapter 105 of the Laws

of 1942 and again in 1959 as Chapter 544.S
This part then became Article 13 in the
19 72 r e ccd 1 f 1 c at i on.

MARINE AND COASTAL DISTRICT DEFINED

Sections of Article 13 relate to the govern-
ing of living resources in the marine and
coastal district. This district is de-

fined in the law as comprising the waters
of the Atlantic Ocean wi.thin three nauti-

cal miles from the coastline and all other

tidal waters within the state, including
the Hudson River up to the Tappan Zee
Bridge.6

BASIC CONSERVATION POLICY

State conservation policy is contained in
section 1-0101. Living marine resources
axe not specifically mentioned but implied
under the general texm "natural resources."

Primary emphasis is placed on preserving
high standards of environmental quality.
Rational use of the state's renewable
resources is not a declared policy objec-
tive in the law. However, economic and

social criteria are an important part in
the conservation policy background of stat-
utes affecting the management of natural

resources. Subdivision 1 of section 1-0101,
in which the basics of the conservation
policy are declared, states:

The quality of our environment is fun-

damental to our concern for the quality
of life. It is hereby declared to be
the policy of the State of New York to
conserve, improve and protect its
natural resources and environment and

control water, land and air pollution,
in order to enhance the health, safety
and welfare of the people of the state
and their overall economic and social
well being.

State environmental conservation policy
is further extended by pledging cooperation
with federal and local governments, public
and private organizations, and individua1s to
"develop and manage the basic resources of
water, land and air to the end that the
state may fulfill its responsibility as
trustee of the environment for the present

IIand future generations." No mention is
made of the living resources over which the
state also assumes trusteeship and which
are also a fundamental part of the environ-
ment. This is partly recognized in the
thir d sub di vi s i on:

It shall further be the polxcy
of the state to foster, promote,
cr ea te and mai n tain condi ti ons

under which man and nature can



thrive in harmony with each other,

and achieve social, economic and

technological progress for

present and future generations.

Surely, something other than only inanimate

resources was implied here as the nature

with which man is intended to thrive in

harmony. The declaration of policy in toto

concentrates the official conservation

objectives of the state on the quality of

the physical environment. It does not

specifically recognize that even if our

land, air, and water are clean, our living

resources may still be seriously mismanaged.

MARINE FISHERY MANAGEMENT LAW

Conservation policy of the state's marine

fishery resources as given in Article 13 of
the Environmental Conservation Law is re-

viewed under five management method cate-

gories. Twenty-six species of marine organ-

isms are included in the regulations which

are mostly concerned with the taking and

processing of shellfish. Only two statutes

are specifically designed to protect the

quality of the environment of shellfish and

marine life in general:

1. Sludge, acid or refuse from

oil works, sugar houses or other

manufactories, sewage or any sub-

stance injurious to shellfish cul-

ture or fish, ar which shall in

any manner affect the flavor,

odor, color, or sanitary condi-

tion of such shellfish so as to

injuriously affect the sale thereof,

or which shall cause any injury to

the public and private shell fish-

eries of this state, shall not be

placed or allowed to run into the

waters of the state in the marine

district.

2'. Garbage, cinders, ashes, oils,

acids, sludge or refuse of any kind

shall not be thrown, dumped or

permitted to run, from any vessel

or building on land or water into

the waters of the marine district.

No comment need be made vis-I-vis the almost

continuous closings of shellfish grounds due

to pollution in the western parts of Great

South Bay. Otherwise, mari.ne fishery manage-

ment policy as it appears i,n the ECL deals

directly with certain marine species and

certain types of fishing gear.

A. Re ulatzons on

One method of protecting the future produc-

tivity of a living resource is to limit

harvesting to older individuals which have

had a chance to spawn at least Once. BasiC

criteria for age and fertility are size and

whether or not the individual is carrying

eggs. The taking of several species of

shellfish, crustacea, and finfish is regu-

lated in this manner. Lobsters and blue-

claw crabs  CaK1inactss eapidue! are pro-

tected by law while they are carrying eggs.

However, there is no size limitation on

crabs in New York State waters. Like crabs,

lobsters grow in stages, at molting times

when the exoskeleton is rejected and the

animal grows to fill a new, larger one.

The size limit for lobsters is thus deter-

mined by averaging the lengths of the cara-

pace at time of molting for individuals at

sexual maturity. This then assures the

average lobster of at least one chance to

spawn before it becomes vulnerable to legal

exploitation.

Thus, the reasons for size limits are

predominantly biological, based on the re-

productive potential of older fish, for

example, as opposed - to recruits to the

adult population. Unfortunately, size is

not always the best indication of age. A

sampling of weakfish in 1954 taken from

Virginia pound nets showed that the median

size of nine inches was the same as the

minimum legal size in that state, and fur-

ther, that "there seemed to be no distinct

division into si,ze groups that would repre-

sent fish of different ages."~ Age deter-

mination by examining scales showed that

10



most of these eight- and nine-inch fish

were one or two years old. The recom-

mended policy change was either to increase

the size limit so that a greater number of
fish would be allowed to grow larger, or to
decrease the size limit so that then-current

fishery practices would be legalized. Table
2 is a complete listing of species with size
limit regulations in New York.

Size limit policy is not always em-
ployed to protect marine species from ex-

ploitation until after sexual maturity.
There may also be economic reasons, Fish

under a certain size may be too small for
efficient processing, or there may be no
market for small fish of a certain

species. ~ The striped bass size limit was
apparently set when New York markets were

being flooded with smaller bass from

Chesapeake Bay. The limit effectively
stopped importation of undersized fish so

that higher market prices could be main-
tained.''

Size limits on kingfish and fluke are

other examples of changes in legal sizes for
reasons other than protection of potential
f er ti li ty . Limi tations on ki ng f i eh were
abolished after it was learned that the

lifespan of the species was so short that

natural mortality was high before or very
soon after they reached the legal size. ~z
Further, it was found that undersized indi-
viduals were not likely to survive after
being caught and released. Hence, there was
no biological reason to attempt managing the
fishery with a size limit regulatian. The
fluke sport fishery in Great south Bay was
studied early in the 196Ds to determine why
the catch per unit effort was very high in the
early summer and very low by the end of
summer. lt was found that fluke grow rapidly
in summer, often increasing in size by several
inches. Catches in the early summer were pre-
dominantly in the 12-13 inch range; 12 inches
was the legal size limit at that time. By in-
creasing the limit to 14 inches, catches were
balanced more evenly over the duration of

the summer, giving early summer 12-inch indi-

viduals a chance to increase in size and enter

the fishery late in the summer. Moreover, the
fluke is a hardy species, and undersized fish

can usually sustain the handling associated

with being caught and returned to the water,

B. Re ulations on Amount Of CatCh

Limi tati one on amount of catch  bag limits!
exist only for shellfish, oysters, bay
scallops, and lobsters from public grounds.

More than one-half bushel, or two pecks, of
any kind of shellfish cannot be taken from

public grounds without a commercial digger's
permit. l4 1n ef feet, the state considers the
taking of more than two pecks a day a com-

mercial operation requiring licensing. Com-
mercial limitation on oysters allows a maxi-

mum of one bushel per day per boat only if
the boat is moved by propeller.l5 There are

no bag limits for a boat sailed or rowed or

any boat with its mechanical propeller re-

moved. The regulation may be overly strict
on mariculture production of oysters.

Commercial bag limits on bay scallops are
ten bushels per licensed person per day.

RatiOnale for this limit is based on market

considerations: when the species is in high
abundance, the limit prevents an oversupply

on the market and consequent low prices, It
also prevents scallcpers from overfishing

during peak abundance periods in an attempt
to make up for low market priCes. l7

There is no commercial limit on lobstering,

but non-licensed persons are allowed a maxi-

mum of six lobsters per day for family con-
sumption. Shellfish and lobster non-

commercial bag limits seem based on arbi-

trary estimates of how much a family can,

use per day for its own food purposes. The

limits are liberal enough, however, tc
allow part-time operators to sell shellfish

and lobster in their neighborhoods. This,
of course, constitutes a commercial acti-

vity which is not expressly prohibited in

the law. Whether or not selling is in-

volved, if enough people take advantage of



TABLE 2 minimum LegaL Sise 5imite for Taking of' Certain Marine Speci ee in k'ew yoz k Waters

Siee ZinCt blot Leee 2'han;

1 inch in thickness

1 1/2 inches in longest
diameter

Rame of' Speciee

Hard clam  Venue mez aenaria! a

Soft clam  hfpa arenazia!

Lobster  Somarue amez iaanue!

14 inch

9 inch

7 inch
applicable to

comme r ci a 1

fishing only

a [Sia]ECL Sec. 13-0325, should prObably be Heraenaria meraenaria.
b  Sia!ECL sec. 13-0327, should probably be Aequi pecten irradiane.

 Sia!ECL sec, 13-0329, shoubd probably be hforone eax'ati1ie.
Although given in the law as such, the preferred vernacular name for Porgy is Scup, for
Mackerel is Atlantic mackerel, for Sea bass is Black sea bass, for Cod fish is Atlantic
cod, and for Blackfish is Tautog.

e  Sia JECL sec. 13-0329, shculd probably be Stenotomue ahrpeope.
f [Sia]ECL sec. 13-0329, shou1d probably be Cadue moz'hua.

Source: McKi,nney's Consolidated Laws of New York Annotated. 1972.
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Surf clam  Haatra eo'tidieeima or Spieula eo$idieeima!

Bay scallop  Pecten izz adiane! b

Striped bass  Roocue eamati lie!c

Summer flounder  Para7iahthye dentatue!

Bluefish  Pomatomue ealtatris!

Porgya  Stenotomue vereiaolor! e

Weakfish  Cpnoecion z ega Lie!

Mackerel~  Saomber eaombrue!
Sea bass"  Centroprietie etriata!
Cod fish  Gadue aal ariae!f

Blackfish~ �'autoga onitie!
Winter flounder  Peeudopleuroneatee americanue!

3 inches in longest diameter

2 1/4 inches from middle of
hinge to middle of bill

3 3/16 inches from rear end of
eye socket to rear end of
carapace

16 inches to fork of tail

9 inch

7 inch

8 inch

10 inch

7 inch

e inch



the unlicensed entry allowed under the bag
limit provisions, landings may be seriously
underestimated, and management for maxi-

mum yields may be misdirected.

Often a management agency will place
a maximum catch limit on a particular
species whose resilience or future pro-
ductivity would be considerably harmed by
overharvesting. In fishery management, such

a quota is different from a bag limit,
which stipulates the maximum for an indi-

vidual fisherman or vessel, and different

from a seasonal limit, which is dependent
only on time. Bag and seasonal limitations

are static, but quotas are dynamic, coming
into effect whenever the maximum allowable

catch is attained regardless of effort

or time, and should allow for year-to-year
changes in a fish population.

New York does not have any provisions

in the law for regulation of fisheries by
quota limitation. However, this kind of

regulation would not be effective for

migratory species without cooperation from
other states. In fisheries that extend

more than 12 miles from shore, international

cooperation would have to be arranged through
the federal government. Setting of quotas
also depends heavily on good catch and

fishing effort statistics for making popula-
tion estimates ~ A continuous monitoring and
research effort is required to obtain and ana-

lyze the necessary data on different fish pop-
ulations. The Department of Environmental

Conservation tEnCon! is not currently equipped
for this kind. of work, nor is the sport fish-

ery adequately monitored at the present time.

C. Re ulations on Time, Season, and Area

New York State marine fishery statutes have

two regulations that limit hours for fishing.
The f irs t prevents taking of she11f ish,

except surf clams and sea scallops, from any

shellfish lands of the state, public or
private, during the hours of darkness.~s

Safety and enforcement reasons can be cited

for this statute. The second regulation pro-

hibits the use of haul seines from midnight
Thuraday to 6:00 P.M. Sunday in waters of the

Peconic bays and around Shelter Island.zo

The intention of this stipulation is to re-

duce commercial fishing pressure on the re-

source. However, it is precisely during the

weekend that sport fishing pressure in-

creases, and it is hard to say whether the

resource enjoys a significant respite from

human predation, Actually, the prohibition

may be more effective in protecting the re-

source from the double pressures of commercial

and sport effort and in pacifying sport fisher-
men who usually contend that commercial fisher-

men are overfishing the resource. In any

event, neither of these laws is based on ade-

quate, scientific information.

Seasonal limitations exist only for' bay
scallops and specified kinds of nets. The

season for taking bay scallops is from the

third Monday in September to March 31,2~
and is reinforced by prohibiting possession

for sale from April 1 through September 15.zz
This regulation is designed to protect the
species during its spawning season, which be-

gins in the spring when bay waters begin to

warm. SeasOnal regulatione on beam and

otter trawls cover basically the same season

in two different areas. Such trawls may

not be operated from April 15 to October l

in the waters of Suffolk County west of
Gardiners Island, including the waters around

Shelter Island, the Peconic Bays, Flanders,
Noyac, and Gardiners bays, Essentially,
this includes all the marine waters between

the north and south forks at the eastern end

of Long Island. The use of such trawls is

also prohibited from April 1 to November 1 in

the waters of Long Island Sound west of a

line from Eatons Neck Point to the New York-

Connecticut boundary line on the mainland.

The official reason for these seasonal

gear limitations is to protect the weakfish

resource. However, there seems to be little

biological evidence that such protection is

needed. The seasonal prohibition on

trawling in the given areas was probably
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designed to reserve the resource for the

summertime recreational anglers rather than

to protect it from overfishing, for adequate

scientific data are not available to deter-

mine what controls are necessary. Indeed,

because sporttishing data are so imcomplete

depletion of the resource due to overfishing

would be more difficult to detect in a

sport fishery than in a commercial fishery.

Area limitations on fishing in New

York seek to guarantee the sanitary quality

of shellfish, pravide special areas for

nonresident crabbing and lobstering, and

specify areas for operation of certain

kinds of gear.

EnCon' s authority and responsibility

to certify acceptable areas for taking shell-

fish anc to close areas for sanitary reasons

is provided for in section l3-0307. Its

authority extends to making rules and regu-

lations governing every aspect of shell-

fishing, processing, and shipping so as to

"provide adequate sanitary control over all

shellfish offered for sale and distribution

in the state." Such sanitation regulations

are ostensibly health measures which affect

management of the resource only as they in-

fluence importation of shellfish fram other

states and transplanting fram uncertified
areas.2S

Nonresident lobstering is permitted in

the marine district except in the nartheast

corner around Fishers Island.~ > A non-

resident lobstering permit may be issued to

a person if his home state provides recipro-

cal privileges ta New York State residents.

In the previous version of this statute,

which expired January 1, 1973, the area

closed to nonresident lobstering was north

and east of a line from Flashing Red Light

Number 2 Bell Buoy east of Montauk Point to

Race Rock, and then north to the New York-

connecticut boundary. The reason for this

statute becomes obvious when one looks at

the area on a chart  see map of marine dis-

trict, Fig. 1!. Most nonresident permit

applications come from Connecticut lobster-

men, which would place Fishers Island lab-

stermen in campetition with outsiders for

living resources in New York waters. Appar-

ently, the competition was strong enough in

the Montauk vicinity to warrant enlarging

the closed area. ln 1973 the authority of

the statute was renewed until January 1, 1976

and reworded. The present version prevents

nonresident lobsteri.ng north and east of a

line from Flashing Green Light Number 9 Bell

Buoy to Race Reck and then north to the New

YOrk-Connecticut boundary. ThiS signifi-

cantly increases the closed area to nonres-

ident lobstering.

Permits for nonresident commercial crab-

binq are allowed only in the area of Lower

New York Bay and Raritan Bay Sauth of a line

from Point Fort Wadsworth on Staten Island

to Norton Point on Coney Island.~~ Like the

nonresident lobsterinq prahibition, this is

a deterrent to competition from New Jersey

residents.

In addition to the seasanal limitations

mentioned above on beam and otter trawls in

eastern Long Island waters, the same gear

is prohibited at all times in specified areas

in the western district.~~ Briefly, this
includes all marine waters in Queens, Kings,

and Richmond counties; within one-half mile

of the Atlantic Ocean coastline; in all

tidal waters inshore of the coastline; in

all south shore i.nlets; in Manhasset Bay,

Hampstead Harbor, and the Nissequogue River;

in the Harlem River and between the

Triboraugh Bridge and Kings paint. SeCtion

13-0343 gives other area restrictions on

the use of different kinds of nets. Purse

seines are prohibited for taking food fish

from all areas of the marine district.

Other area regulations affect the operation

of hand nets for bait, gill nets, pound

nets, etc., i.n certain bays. In general,

the almost consi.stent association of area

and gear requlatians in the law seems to

indicate that this kind of regulation is

generated by social conflict rather than

by demonstrated scientific need.
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D. Re lations on Fishin Gear

Regulations which limit operation of certain
kinds of fishing gear are usually intended
to limit the hazveeting capacity or effi-
ciency of any given unit of labor. Gear
efficiency can be regulated by limiting
extent of use and catching ability. For
example, with the same manpower, trawling
is a more efficient way of catching fish
than angling, but fishing with a trawl may
be limited by law ta certain areas and/or
seasons. The catching efficiency of the
trawl can be further manipulated by regu-
lating the mesh size of the net, If only
economics were considered, fishing gear
would be used and maintained at the highest
level af efficiency within rati.onal limi-

tation of total catch. However, a social
question, namely, who should get the fish,
is usually the reaean for gear limitation.
Essentially, by limiting gear efficiency,
the management authority guarantees work for
a larger number of people.

This makes no economic sense, but it
dace make legislative sense in New York

State. It seems socially more important,
in other words, ta assure all citizens who
want to use the resource that they will have
this opportunity. Since mast citizens
participating in the marine fisheries are

more interested in catching fish than in mak-

ing money  there are more sport fishermen
than commercial fishermen!, it becomes reason-

able for the state to trade off relativeLy
efficient caranercial harvesting of a public
resource in favor of policy that allows for
the greatest number of participants. Such
socially responsive limitations, nevezthelessg
may be economically and scientifically ir-
rational.

Gear limitations in New York State affect

the use of mechanized shellfish and crab har-

vesting equipment, puree seines, beam and

otter trawls, and various other nets. Shell-

fishing on public or unleaeed lands cannot be
done with dredges. scrapes, or any mechanical
device operated by motor-driven boats.~~

Exceptions to this rule include eea scallops
and surf clams, which may be taken from the
Atlantic Ocean in any manner. Soft clams
below low tide may be taken by churning with
a propeller. Bay scallops may also be taken
with a power boat towing a dredge or scrape,
but efficiency is limited by a 36-inch maxi-
mum mouth width and a requizement that the

dredge be retrieved by hand, without any mech-
anical assistance  levers, pulleys, etc.!.

Another curious gear limitation regulates
the taking of oysters. More than one bushel

of oysters taken from unleased lande in the

marine district cannot be transported by baat
unless it has no propeller or ite propeller
is removed. 3"

Dredging for blue-claw crabs is pro-
hibited in the waters of Hempetead Bay and
South Oyster Bay, and in the waters west of

the Captree Bridge  Robert Moses Causeway! in
Great South Bay. This limitation is in-

tended more to relieve congestion, primarily
from pleasure boaters, sport and shell-

fishermen, than ta curb crabbing efficiency. ~~
However, commercially significant numbers of

crabs have been found i,n areas at least as
heavily populated. The regulation most likely
satisfies the special interests of local shelL-
fishermen who feel the dredgers would pick up
quantities of shellfi,sh other than crabs in

these areas, for it has no demonstrated con-
servation impact on the state's blue crab
resource .

Mast gear limitations regulate the use

of various types of nets: beam and otter
trawls, seines, pound, trap, and. gi11 nets,
Almost all of these gear restrictions per-
tain only to specified areas af the marine
district. In addition to various area and
season restri.ctions on beam and otter trawls

discussed above, all kinds of nets are pro-
hibited by section 13-0343 subde . 9-13 and 15
from the fallawing areas:

1 ~ Jones Inlet.

2. Fire Island Inlet.

3. Morichee, Shinnecock, and Mecox
Inlets and in the ocean within
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one-half mile of the seaward
shores of these inlets.

4. Connetquoit River.

5. Long Island Sound west of a line
from Eatons Neck Point north-
west to the interstate boundary
April 1 to November l.

6. Within 1,000 feet of the beach
between Jones Inlet and Oak
Beach.

Many other areas are named. in this section in

which only special kinds of nets with speci-

fied size limits are permitted. Only hand-

operated nets no more than 10 feet long may

be used to take minnows and shrimp for bait

in the ~arine waters of Richmond County,

fOr example. In the Nissequogue River, the

size limit for the same kind of net is 20

feet by 4 feet deep. The size limit is in-

creased to 40 feet by 4 feet deep for catching

bait fish in Hempstead west of the Wantagh

State Causeway, in Jamaica Bay, in Gravesend

Bay, and within a half-mile of Coney Island. ~~
Mesh size limitations are prescribed

in two cases ~ Zn Suffolk County, haul seines

are restricted to 150 fathoms long with an

equal length limit for the two wings. The

stretched mesh size including knot cannot be

leSS than 3 1/4 inCheS in One WIng and 3 1/2

inches in the other. ~4 There seems to be no

scientific rationale for having

two different mesh size limits in the same

net. This regulation probably started as a

compromise between opposing interests. Beam

and otter trawls used to take flounder in

Long Island Sound cannot have a stretched

mesh 'of less than 4 inches.~"

Many restrictions on fishing gear in

New York are not designed simply to limit

catching efficiency but rather to limit comp-

etition among users. Competition may develop

between fishermen and boaters or bathers.

Nore frequently, restrictive legislation re-

sults from competition between sport fishe~-

men and commercial fishermen or between domes-

tic fishermen and out-of-state fishermen.

A good example of this resident versus non-

resident competition is the statute prohi-

biting the use of purse nets by nonresidents

for catching menhaden in the ocean within

three miles of shore from the Fire Island

Lighthouse to the Romer Shoal Lighthouse."4
Another reason for this restriction may be to
protect bathers on the nearby beaches from

the slurry waste usually associated with a

menhaden operation. However, bathers would

be inconvenienced just as much by a domestic

menhaden fishery in that area. A complete

ban on the use of purse nets for catching

food fish in any waters of the marine dis-

trict4~ may be interpreted as favoring the
sport fishermen, since it is only food fish

that recreational anglers pursue. Other

regulations of this kind include the ban on

beam and otter trawls in the waters between

the north and south forks and in the western

part of Long Island Sound during the prin-

cipal recreational fishing season."z Pro-

hibiting the use of all nets in and near all

south shore inlets 4~ could be argued to
benefit the sport fishermen who congregate

in these areas and also to relieve congestion

of marine traffic. Bathers and surf fisher-

men are no doubt the beneficiaries of the

ban on nets within 1,000 feet of the beach

between Jones Inlet and Oak Beach.44

The .pi ecmneal nature of statutes regu-

lating tne operation of various types of gear

is indicative of the way most fishery policy

h~~ developed. In few statutes is there

any hint of objectives that would maximize

the catch, minimize the cost, or get the

most protein from the sea without jeopar-

dizing future productivity. Instead, the

individual needs of local areas have taken

precedence, and social issues may preclude

rational conservation. The result is a

patchwork policy of conserving special in-

terests in the name of resource management,

E. ulations on En - Statutes Affectin
censes, eases an e

One of the most effective ways of limiting

fishing pressure is to regulate entry of

fishermen into the fishery. This can be

done by issuing licenses to recreational

and commercial users, and. stopping issuance
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taking shellfish, lobsters, crabs, and men-
haden. There is no limit on the number of
licenses issued.

Licensing provisions for commercial

shellfishing are prescribed by section 13-
0311. A shellfish digger's permit costs the
applicant $7. 50 annually and expires the last
day of the year issued.45 A licensed digger
is required to carry his permit at all times

while shellfishing, 46 and is allowed to sell
his harvest only to authorized shellfish
shippers in the township from which the shell-

fish were taken. 47 Nearly 6,000 digger's
permits have been issued annually over the
past three years  see Tables 4 and 5!, but it
is estimated that approximately 10 percent are
full-time professional shellfishermen. A

shellfish grower must be a state resident at

least one year before qualifying for a shell-
fish grower's bed permit.4e The bed permit
fee is $0.25 per acre, but the minimum fee is
$5.00.4 Moreover, a shellfish grower is
subject to all other regulations regarding
sanitary surveys, uncertified areas, and
shipping. There are no limits on the amount

of shellfish which may be taken under com-

mercial permits or on the kinds of. harvesting
gear employed. EnCon may suepend or canCel

TABLE 3 Lioenee Feee Required f' or the Commercial Haroeeting of Certain Speciee

Fieherp Fee

Shellfish, digger

Shellfish, grower  bed permit!
Shellfish, grower  off-bottom culture!
Marine hatchery

Lobster, resident

Lobster, nonresident

$7.50

$0 .25/acre  $5.00 min .!
$50.00

$100.00

$5.00

$50.00

$15.00

$25.00

$200.00/vessel 60 tons or more
$25.00/vessel less than 60 tons

no license required

$4.00/foot of vessel

Crab, resident

Crab, nonresident

Menhaden and other industrial fish

Food fish, resident

Food fish, nonresident

Source: McKinney's Consolidated Laws of New York Annotated. 1972.
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when a predetermined maximum number of par-
ticipants has been reached. The rationale
for this method is based on the state' s
common-law ownership of all fish and wild-
life within its boundaries, and its consti-
tutional mandate to hold these resources in
trust for the people of the state. A li-
cense essentially gives the state's per-
mission to an individual to hunt or fish on
the public resource in accordance with the
various rules and regulations of the Fish
and Wildlife Law. A license to fish implies
that the resource is not free and open to
all users, but has a commercial, recreational
or ecological value to the state. The

fisherman's license fee is, in effect, a
rent paid to the people of the state for
the right to participate in the fishery,

New York State law does not require
licenses of marine sport fishermen for the
legal taking of any species of shellfish,
crustacea, or finfish, nor does it require
licensing of state residents for the com-
mercial taking of food fish in the marine
district within prescribed season, gear,
and size limitations. Licenses are re
quired of out-of-state commercial fin-
fishermen and of all commerci al fishermen

Authoritp
 Section!

13-0311

13-0313

13-0316

13-0316

13-0329

13-0329

13-0331

13-0331

13-0333

13-0333

13-0335

13-0335



TABLE 4 lumbar of' Parmi te Issued 1979-1978 f'oz Commer oial Fisheries as Required bp Law

197219 721970 19 71

6,462

18

5,832

17

5,547

12

6,026

13

618660

66

3

508

71

626

72

4* 4a
21

2610

6

~6146

1824

265

~676 8 ~7251~6596

* Crabbing permits for residents and nonresidents were grouped together in 1970 and 1971.

Source: New York State Department of Environmental Conservation, Div. of Marine & Coastal
ResourceS, Office of Permits.

TABLE 5 Shat/ fish Digger 's l'arri ts Issued 1970-1978 b9 Town and Caustic

197219 711974

1

14

18

7

15

10

14 18

98104172148

69 808092Town of Oyster Bay

Town of Babylon

Town of Islip

Town of Brookhaven

1,130

2, 384

1,282

463

9571,064

2,235

1,218

386

901

2,326

1,251

368

1,973

1,025

468Town of Southampton

of East Hampton 362193

83

228

95

322

66

268
Town of Shelter Island

Town of Southold

Town of Riverhead

Town of Smithtown

207

6067

30

114164137Town of Huntington

Town of North Hempstead

Bronx County

Westchester County

Upstate
~5832~6026TOTALS

e No data available

SOurCe; New Yerk State Department Of EnViranmen al COneerVatiOn, DiViSian Of Marine and COaatal
Resources, Of fice of Permits.
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Shellfish digger's permit

Shellfish grower's bed permit

Lobster, resident

Lobster, nonresident

Crab, resident

Crab, nonresident

34enhaden

Food Fish, nonresident

Town and County

Manhattan County

Richmond County

Kings County  Brooklyn!

Queens County

Town of Hempstead

263

94

306

82

32 89 7 3 7 1
~6462



both digger and bed permits if this appears
in the public interest.

Commerci al harvesting of lobsters and

crabs in the marine district is governed by
sections 13-0329 and 13-0331 respectively
and requires a valid license or permit for
each fishery. The conditions foz obtaining
a lobstering permit are residency in the
state for at least six months prior to ap-
plication and a fee of $5.00. Nonresidents

may also be granted a permit to take lobster

from specified areas of the marine district

if they are residents of a state granting
reciprocal privileges to New York lobstermen

and if they pay a fee of $50.00 per boat.~!
Resident and nonresident permits are required
to take blue-claw crabs for commercial pur-
poses; nonresidents are again limited to har-

vesting only in designated areas. Fees for

such permits are $15.00 for resident and

$25.00 for nonresident crabbing. Like the
commercial shellfish permits, all licenses

are non-transferable, expire on the last day
of the yeaz issued, and may be suspended
without prior notice if the public interest
so dictates.

All industrial fisheries must have a
license to operate in New York marine waters.
The menhaden fishery is the primary indus-
trial fishery, but the law includes any
other fish from which oil or fertilizer is
produced.  Other industrial fish are the
sea herring and alewife.! Licenses are is-
sued for each vessel in the name of the
owner or operator; license fees are based

on the registered gross tonnage of the
vessel  see Table 3! . Twenty-sax menhaden
licenses were issued in 1973. This is the
largest number of licenses issued since 1970;
it included eleven $25 licenses and thirteen
S200 licenses issued to state residents.
Three $200 licenses were issued to nonresi-
dents.

Although these figures indicate that a
small menhaden fishery operates in state
waters, the industry is not actually located
in New York. In fact, the last processing

plant on Long Island, located at Amagansett,
has been closed, and operations have been
moved to New Jersey. The land is still owned

by the company, and this accounts for the

majority of the large menhaden vessels  over
60 grass tons! licensed by New York "resi-
dents" . This is important, since the law
restricts purse seining for menhaden by non-
residents within three miles af shore from

Pire Island Lighthouse to Romer Shoal Light
house. " &tost of the menhaden are found in
waters less than 20 fathoms deep in the sum-
mer~ and the industry has found that 80 per-
cent are within one mile of shore.

Since the major menhaden industry is
being operated out of Hew Jersey and other
states, the landings statistics are not being
recorded for New York. This state is not

realizing the full benefits of its industrial

fish resources which are being caught, land-
ed, processed, and sold by an out-of-state

industry. The decline of this potentially
important New York fishery was well documented

by HcHugh, who states that "the industrial

fishing and processing industry of New York

State has been virtually non-existent since

1966." Overfishing in Chesapeake Bay is

cited as the reason for the initial decline

of the fishery.

Another use of menhaden, as bait, fish,
brings a much higher price per pound. A

small fishery has developed the use of drift-

ing gill nets or snag hooks instead of' the

large purse nets used in the industrial men-

haden fishery. Incidental catches of men-

haden in pound nets may also be sold as bait.

Under the present wording of the law, this

bait fishery does not seem to require a li-
cense, since the law specifically refers only
to " fish fram which oil or fertilizer is

made."~7 Although never tested in the courts,
the strict interpretation is currently being
used for enforcement purposes. No estimate

of the size of this commercial bait fish oper-
ation is possible at this time, but because

of the well-known use of menhaden as bait fish

and the much higher price in the bait market
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than in the processing market, it may be

easily assumed that most menhaden sold and

used as bait are not taken under license.

The only real entry controls in state

management policy relate to private culti-

vation of shellfish, Private cultivation can

be done only on privately owned or leased

underwater lands which are of limited acreage.

Once the lands are leased, the general public

may no longer have access to the area until

the end of the lease term. Shellfish grawers

may lease state-owned undezwater lands for

shellfish cultivation in accordance with

sections 13-0301, 13-0303, and 13-0313. Lands

not leased by the state are thase which~

a! are within 500 feet of high water
mark

b! are within 1,000 feet of high water
mark along the shores of Gardiners
and Peconic bays west of a line
from the easterly end of Plum
Island to Goff Point;

c! have an indicated presence of shell-
fish of sufficient quantity and
quality to support significant
harvesting by handraking and/oz
tonging;

d! are producing bay scallops regu-
larly on a cceunercial basis.

Ten-year leases are issued to the highest

bidder at a public auction. The minimum

size of leased areas for on-bottom shellfish

cultivation is 50 acres and the annual ren-

tal can be no less than $1.00 per acre. An

initial population survey and marking of the

grounds to be leased is required of EnCon.

Tax on leased lands is $1.00 per acre, pay-

able as prescribed in section 13-0303. All

growers must have a bed pezmit before working

their leased grounds

The state has produced, not necessarily

by design, an effective limited entry scheme

for shellfi.sh management. A distinct juris-

prudence relating to property rights in beds

has developed, owing to the immobile nature

of shellfish and their long history as one of

the most valuable marine resources of the

8 tate, Like all aquatic life in the state g

shellfish on lands under public waters aze

the property of the state, except those le-

gally acquired and held in private owner-

ship.~z Other than the lessee or EnCon, no
person is permitted to mark out or enclase in

any manner underwater state-owned lands.

Thus, although state citizens have the in-

herent right of open access to a fishery in

navigable waters of the state, this right does

not extend to the taking of shellfish in

navigable water where such underlying land is

privately owned or leased. An impartant

distinction is made between ordinary fishing

and the taking of shellfish which is based on

the natural immobility of shellfish such as

clams and oysters. Hence, "they may praperly

be deemed to belong with the land and to be

within the dominian of the owner of the bed...

so as for practical purposes to be his

property and removed from the sphere of

public fishing rights."
One further distinction can be made be-

tween submerged lands owned by virtue of

colonial grants and lands leased from the

state. The law treats sedentary shellfish

as inanimate objects, but the state lease

conveys no real interest in the land itself.

A calonial grant includes submerged lands

around Long Island, but a lease gives an

exclusive right only to the taking of shell-

fish from the leased bed, so long as the

lessee complies in good faith with the terms

of the lease.sz This is only a right to

occupy for the express purpose of cultivating

shellfish. Theoretically, mineral rights

remain with the state.

Originally, one could acquire a pro-

perty right in shellfish by planting and

cultivating on public grounds where no

shellfish existed naturally before. Under

common law, a bed so planted is recognized

as a basis for gaining exclusive harvesting

rights in such bed and has, by court decision,

never been considered. as usurping the cammon

right of the fishery.<4 Other cases re-

lating to oyster planting have been explained

as followsa
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lations. The second is the non-living re-
source of suitable bed space, limited by the
number of growers and by bed size. The
court decisions underwrite the public's
common right to the living resource, but
they do not seem to recogni ze the limits
of suitable bed spaces'

Legislative recognition of these

limits is important for proper management of
both resources. Conflict over concurrent

By the common law, oysters planted
by an individual in a bed clearly
marked out and defined in the tide-

use will not arise as long as there is open
bottom space for new entrants to the fishery.
However, once a space is filled, there is
disagreement on boundary lines between beds,
especially when heavy storms move marker

stakes. And since there seems to be no

It should be noted, however, that in the
case of exclusive shellfish rights, two re-
sources are actually being utilized. One

is ~5Liy4~6ee>source of the shellfish and
their natural regeneration, limited by the
environmental capacity to support their popu

check on human consumption, where do new en-
trants go for bed space? Apparently, there
was a greater need to end such disputes than
to recognize the limits of the resources,

TABLE 6 1971 1I7sW York She 22fish Landings

Landing  Lbe! *
Species

Hard Clam

Lobs ter

Va Les

$10,756,939

2,053,784

1>681,811

609,225

437,977

233,700

96,271

55,880

55,725

6,445

3 743

Oyster

Sea Scallops

Surf Clam

Bay Scallops

brussels

Squid

Soft Clam

Conch

Razor Clam

Total Shellfish

Total Finfish

GRAND TOTAL

SL5,991,500
2 552 933

16, 176, 150

20 067 422
535 544 433 36 243 572

* Weights; Lobster and squid--live weight Landed
Scallops--edible meats
All other shellfish--meats

Source: t!.S. Dept. of Commerce, National Oc -anic and Atmospheric Administration, National
hfarine Fisheries service. 1972. !Fsw York 2andinge, annua2 summary 1971, current
fisheries statistics no. 5913.
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waters of a bay or arm of the sea,
which is a common fishery to all
the inhabitants of the state,
where the bay or arm of the sea is

situated, and where there are no
oysters growing spontaneously
at the time, are the property
of the person who plants them,
and the taking of them by another
person is a trespass for which an
action lies, 65

8,549,196

1,790,518

778,464

402,200

3,687,997

144,008

317,590

310,445

153,664

31,860

10,208



and the state legislature passed a statute

requiring the granting of leases for shell-

fish cultivation, and official survey and

record of such leases by EnCon.~~ The regu-
lation of not granting leases where there is

an "indicated presence" of naturally existing

shellfish is probably a holdover from the

original common law.

Almost by accident, the state has re-

sponded to a resource management problem

 open entry in a fishery with superimposed

space limitations! by instituting a limited

entry scheme. This is significant to the

present clam fishery, by far the most pro-

ductive commercial marine fishery in the

state  see Table 6 for recent shellfish

landings and value! .

Private cultivation of shellfish does

not have to be done on bay bottom. A much

more efficient method of shellfish mari-

culture is using trays or ropes which can be

suspended in the water column. This prac-

tice increases the available area to which

shellfish can attach, protects them fz'om

bottombound predators, and generally in-

creases productivity per acre. In 1973 a

statute relating to aquaculture provided for

exempting off-bottom shellfish culture from

certain restrictive sections and granting

permits for the operation of marine

hatcheries.67 The act changed the minimum

size of leased areas from fifty acres to five

acres and changed the illegal status of off-

bottom culture of shellfish under subdivision

6 of section 13-0309. The act also created

section 13-0316, which allows EnCon to issue

permits to marine hatcheries for raising

shellfish, lobster, crab, shrimp, and food

fish. A separate permit is issued solely

for off-bottom culture of shellfish at half

the annual fee of a marine hatchery permit

 see Table 3!. A shellfish grower operating

an off-bottom culture would have to lease

five acres or more of water space from the

state, The statute also gives the off-

bottom grower permission to purchase and pos-

sess shellfish, lobster, crab, etc., of less

than legal market size. These provisions

will greatly encourage mariculture. More-

over, they enlarge the limited entry aspects

of shellfish management by granting pri-

vate ownership, or exclusive property rights,

over the resource.

ENFORCEMENT POLICY

Enforcement of laws regulating marine and

coastal resources in New York State are pz'O-

vided for in Article 71 of the Consolidated

Laws of New York  McKinney's Book 17 1/2!.

Title 9 contains all sections under this ar-

ticle which apply to the Fish and Wildlife

Law  Article 11! generally, and to the Marine

and Coastal Resources Law  Article 13! in

particular, where specific marine species

are concerned. Those parts of Title 9 that

bear on the enforcement of Article 13 can

be divided intot a! powers of enforcement

officers; and b! violations and penalties.

A. Powers of Enforcement Officers

EnCon law enforcement officers and members

of the state police are obliged to enforce

all state laws relating to fish, crustacea,

and shellfish. Conservation officers

and state police have equal authority and

status in enforcing the provisions of Article

13, with additional powers to search and

seize as evidence without warrant. This

special authority is enumerated in subdivi-

sion 4 of section 71-0907 as the power to

search without search warrant any boat or

vehicle, box, locker, basket, creel, crate,

game bag, package, or container of any na-

ture, and the contents of any building other

than a dwelling, using force if necessary,

wherever there is cause to believe that any

provision of this article is being violated..

Power to seize as evidence without warrant

includes any fish, shellfish, or crustacea

believed to be taken illegally, and any net,

t.r ap, f ireazm, rake, tongs, dredge . or

device, other than a boat, believed to be

used illegally or to constitute a nuisance
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as defined in section 71-0915, The consti-

tutional rights of individuals are protected,
in that all peace officers are required to
have a warrant to search any dwelling and
its contents. These special powers of
search and seizure for conservation enforce-

ment purposes have occasionally been ex-

tended to the Suffolk and Nassau County
Police, marine divisions, by making deputy
conservation officers of policemen. This

effectively increases the Encon enforcement

staff and augments the authority of the
county law enforcement agencies.7~ Power

to search without warrant does not diminish

the power to search with a warrant.; such

warrants can be issued by any criminal court
having fux'iediction in accordance with the

provisions of Article 690 of the Criminal

procedure Law.7z

A reciprocal enforcement section

covering violations in boundary waters
gives New York conservation officers the

power and authority to make arrests for

violations of New York fish laws in any
waters between the shores of New York and

Rhode Island, Connecticut, or New Jexsey. 7X
It also provides for the enforcement of a

boundary state's fish laws in New York waters

where the laws are similar to New York laws,

and for the enforcement by boundary state

conservation of fi cere of either state's f ish

laws in the waters between the shores of that

state and New York. Thus, state boundary

lines which define the marine distx'ict of

New York have little significance to an of-

ficer of New York  or of an adjacent marine

state! who is in pursuit for violations of

marine fishery laws of either state under

this section. Furthermore, it is provided

that the arresting officer can take the al-

leged violator for trial to the state in which

the violation was committed and prosecute ac-

cording to the laws of that state.74 In spite
of its cooperative nature, this law does not

effectively remove the inconsistencies in the

marine fishery laws of the different states.

In practice, it has meant the right of any

officer to pursue a violator out of strictly

domestic domain, but it does not allow en-

forcement of New York fishery law in another

state's waters  or vice versa! unless the

laws of each state are the same.

Conservation officers are granted statu-

tory powers of presumption by section 7l-

0917. Under this section, officers may pre-

sume that any fish, shellfish, or crustacea

possessed was taken by its possessor, and

that possession during any time when there is

no open season anywhere in the state for the

species possessed is evidence that it was

taken unlawfully' Therefore, an officer does

not actually have to see a marine species

being taken illegally in order to make an ar-

rest for illegal possession.

B. Violations and Penalties

Violations of the Marine and Coastal Resources

Law are Classified as either misdemeanOrs Or

infractions. Nisdemeanors and punishments

are specified in section 7l-0921 of the En-

vironmental Conservation Law. Any other vio-

lation not mentioned is an infraction and

punishable as provided in section 71-0923.

Anyone committing a violation of either kind

is liable to certain civil penalties, listed
in section 71-0925.

Fines and imprisonments for the com-

mitting of misdemeanors can be imposed only
by a court of record." However, the juris-
diction of courts of special sessions ana
police coux'ts is extended in some areas.

Except for violations in the taking and

transporting of shellfish, courts of special
sessions and police courts have original
and exclusive jurisdiction over misdemeanors,

subject to the power of removal provided in

the Criminal Procedure Law.7< They also
have exclusive jurisdiction ovex all in-

fractions.~7

The following acts are defined as mis-

demeanors under ECL sec. 71-0921:

1! taking fish protected by law;
taking shellfish or crustacea
before the first day of open
season;

2! taking in excess of bag
limit;
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buying, selling, or of f ering
for sale fish which are pro-
hib i t.ed s

any violation relating to the
pollution of waters  sec. 13-0345! >

taking fish without license
when one is required for the
particular species or
gear being caught or used>

taking fish by use of hands,
or by device not permitted,
or not permitted in the waters
used, or not permitted for
species taken;

possessing on water or shore
any fish in excess of number
which may legally be taken by
one person in one day;

any violation of the following
sections:

a! 13-0305 relating to marking
out-of-state owned under-
water lands;

b! 13-0309 relating to the
taking, handling, and im-
portation of shellfish;

c! 13-0317 relating to shipping
tags on shellfish;

d! 13-0321 relating to taking
and importation of shellf ish
for transplanting purposes;

e! 13-0323 relating to oysters
 excep't for subd. 1 relating to
sale of oysters labeled blue
point oysters!r

f! 13-0325 relating to clams;

g! 13-0327 relating to scallops;

h! 13-0329 relating to lobsters r

i! 13-0331 relating to crabs
and. permits to takeg

j! 13-0333 relating to menhaden
and licenses to take;

k! 13-0335 relating to licensing
food fish taken by nonresidentss

1! 13-0337 relating to the
return of unintentionally
taken fish to the water and the
killing of pest species;

m! 13-0339 relating to size
limits of marine species;

n! 13-0341 relating to beam
trawls and otter trawls;

o! 13-0343 relating to nets
other than beam and otter
trawle;

violation of section 71-0907
subdivision 7, or refusal to
comply with lawful order or
directive of any conservation
officer;

10. violation of section 13-0301
subdivision 10 requiring px'ompt
notification of the department
when specified buoys or markers
are destroyed;

11. any other violation not described
above when committed by a person
who was previously  within the
past five years! convicted of
two or more violations of the
Fish and Wildlife Law.

punishment for these misdemeanors gen-

erally requires fines that range from $25 to

$200, depending on the number of previous

convictions within five years of the first

conviction. Imprisonment is specified as

punishment for three or more convictions

within a five-year period and cannot ex-

ceed a three-month term nor be less than a

30-day term. 7e In general, misdemeanors

committed under the Fish and Wildlife Law

are punishable as follows I

1! for a first conviction, by
a fine of not less than $25
nor more than $100;

2! for a second conviction within
five .y.ears of a previous
conviction, by a fine of not
less than $50 nor more
than $150;

3! for a third or subsequent
conviction within five years
of the first of two or more
previous convictions, by
a fine of not lees than
$100 nor more than $200,
or by imprisonment fox' not
less than 30 days nor more
than three months.~9

More severe fines are made in cases invol-

ving violations of certain shellfish regu-

lations . Five such shellfish violations

are mentioned and punishments specified in

section 71-0921 subdivision 3:

1! for violation of section
13-0345 relating to pol-
lution of waters, a fine of
not more than $500 and/or
imprisonment for not moxe
than one year;

2! for violations of section
13-0323 or section 13-
0327 relating to oysters
and scallops respectively,
a fine for the first con-
viction of not less than $50
nor more than $200, for the
second conviction a fine of
not less than $200, and for



third or subsequent con-
victions a fine of not less
than $400 and/or imprisonment
for not less than three
nor more than six months;

3! for the taking of shellfish
at night in violation of
subdivision 2 of section
13-0309, a fine of not
less than $100 nor more than
$500 and/or imprisonment
for not more than one year;

4! for the taking of under-
sized or "berried" lobster
in violation of subdivision
5 of section l3-0329, a fine
of not less than $100 nor
more than $500 for a first
offense, and for a second
offense within five years,
a fine of not less than
$300 nor more than $1,000
and/or imprisonment for not
more than a year;

5! for violations of subdivision l
of section l3-0309 involving
the taking of shellfish
from uncertified areas of
this state or any other state,
a first conviction fine of
a person holding a valid
digger's permit of not less
than $250 nor more than
$1,000 and/or imprisonment for
not more than a year, a first
conviction of a person not holding
a valid digger's permit or for
any subsequent convictions of
anyone, a fine of not less than
$500 nor more than Sl,000 and/or
imprisonment for not. more than
a year.

The enforcement branch responsible for

the marine district employs 28 conservation

officers. In addition to laws relating to

the marine fisheries, they must enforce air

and water pollution regulations. Cooperation

with county police departments enables this

small force to cover the marine district area

effectively. Approximately 30 members of the

Suffolk County Police Marine Division are

deputized conservation officers. This in-

creases the strength af state enforcement and

extends the privileges of search and seizure

without warrant to the deputized members of

the county police. There is little inter-

action with town bay constables, since the

local officials are mostly concerned with

their own narrowly defined ordinances against

nonre s idents . Moreover, town jurisdiction

primarily covers well-defined areas of bay

bottom and wetland and is exclusive of state

jurisdiction over natural resources in cases

where there are colonial grants.

Conservation officers have the same police

officer status as the state police. They re-

ceive identical training at the State Police

Academy in albany, except that ConservatiOn Of-

ficers receive specialized training in conser-

vation law. Mobility is a major factar for ef-

fective surveillance of a large area with a

small enforcement staff. Each afficer is sup-

plied with a state car having radio contact

with the Marine and coastal Division head-

quarters in Stony Brook. The force is further

equipped with five inboard cruiser-type boats

and eleven skiffs with trailers. Management

of fleet and manpower comes from the chief of

enforcement for marine and coastal resources.

Three lieutenants, one assigned ta nerth share

and two to south shore operations, supervise

the field officers. In general, about 30 per-

cent 6P"tM ~W'-fs assigned to the north

shore, 25 percent to the Peconics and east

end of the south shore, and 45 percent to

the west end of the south shores' However,

these ratios are not rigidly maintained,

and flexibility appears to be a major asset

of the force.

Commercial fish landings are frequently

monitored by conservation officers at dock-

side. sport landings, often monitored the

same way, are harder to monitor, since the

number of beaches and marinas where sport

fish cauld be landed is much greater than

the number of commercial ports. Spot checks

can be made on the water by boarding and in-

specting fishing craft. The only other way

violations can be detected is if they are

committed in the presence of an officer,

One technique occasionally used is placing

plainclothes of ficers on party boats . If

a violation occurs, both the fisherman and

the party boat captain are arrested. The

long-run ef feet is to make party boat cap-

tains more responsive to fishery regulations.



The major enforcement efforts, however,

are in shellfish regulations, with particu-

lar emphasis on patrolling shellfish beds

closed due to pollution and on enforcing

clam size limitations . Almost half the

force is assigned to the western end of the

south shore, where a larger population and a

higher incidence of uncertxfied areas would

most likely cause infringement of these regu-

lations.

Lobster poaching is another area re-

quiring particular enforcement attention.

Serious poachers are difficult to catch, and

many accidental lobster violations are

caused by pleasure boaters when their boats

become fouled in the buoy lines.

One of the major problems facing the

enforcement branch of fisheries management

in New York is the relatively small staff of

conservation officers. With approximately

1,900 square miles of open water, bays, and

wetlands, a force of 28 officers gives a

Very Small OffiCer-tO-area ratiO. In faCt,

with two officers per boat, this force could

not occupy all its vessels at the same time.

Even if the conservation officers worked full-

time enforcing marine fishery regulations, a

doubled staff would be closer to an outimum

force. This would allow greater cover-

age of the area, more efficient 24-hour sur-

veillance, and more flexible administration

without the need for additional boats and

equipment. Compared to conditions upstate,

the basis for regulations is less seasonal in

the marine district. Thus, enforcement around

Long Island requires a high year-round capacity,
A second problem is achieving coordinated

interstate regulations and enforcement. The

Atlantic States Karine Fisheries Commission

has been working toward this goal for 32 years,

with limited success. The importance of a

cooperative interstate management scheme, in-

cluding enforcement provi si ons, will increase

greatly if national sovereignty over living

marine resources is extended beyond the cur-

rent 12-mile boundary. If the state's fish-

eries management jurisdiction is also extended

by such action, as is mandated in a 1958 New

York law,80 enforcement prcblems of every
variety will multiply.
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Marine Fishery Legislation
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Marine fisheries legislation is only a

small part of the total legislation intro-

duced in the New York State Senate and As-

sembly each year. Zn the last six years an

average of 14,830 bills has been introduced

annually in both houses, ranging from 12,913

i.n 1969 to 18,237 in 1972  Bills relating to

marine fisheries management during this

period have made up 0.2 to 0.3 percent of

the total bills intraduced! . In 1973 nearly

0.4 percent of the total bills introduced

related to the marine fisheries,

It is quite common for most bills never

to be passed by both houses. From 1968 to

1973 less than 10 percent of all bills intro-

duced were sent to the governor for approval.

Marine fishery bills had slightly better suc-

cess passing the legislature during the same

period. A yearly average of five out of

thirty-eight was sent to the governor. Fishery

bills sent to the governor seem to have

greater chances of being signed into law than

most other kinds of bills. In 1970, for

example, of the total 14,718 bills introduced

in the legislature, 1,340 were sent. ta the

governor, and 1,048 were signed into law.

Fishery bills the same year were 0,25 percent

of the total number of bills introduced, 0.45

percent of those were sent to the governor,

and 0.48 percent of these were eventually

signed into law. The relative probability

that fishery bills will be signed into law,

once passed by both houses, is indicated in

Figure 6. Between 1960 and 1973, 478 marine

fishery bills were introduced. Sixty-eight of

these were sent to the governor and only nine

were vetoed.

Legislative proposals are a fairly ac-

curate index of popular attitudes on what

needs to be done to conserve our marine fish-

ery resources. However, policy trends in New

York State fisheries management over the study

period 1960-1973 are not readily discernible

fram a zeview of the numbers of bills intra-

duced each year on certain subjects  see Eigs.

7 and 8! . Popular fisheries management atti-

tudes as reflected in the annual legislation

suggest a prevailing view that commercial oper-

ations must be restricted to preserve ouz fish-

ery resources. The popularity of this kind of

legislation may be attributed to the facts

that commercial fisheries are easier to regu-

late than recreational fisheries, and that

there is a larger recreational electorate.

Another general trend suggests an increased

awareness of deteriorating environmental con-

ditions and the need for comprehensive coastal

zone planning.

The overall pattern in marine fishery

conservation palicy is ultimately determined

by the responsibility of the state's decision-

making institution to represent the majority

interest. As the limits of sustainable yield

of a particular resource are approached with

expanding consumption or use, the resource be-

comes increasingly valuable at a rate inversely

proportional to its apparent future

availability,s~ When the value becomes high
enough to attract legislative attention, the

decision-making institution is usually put

under pressure to allocate the resource for

the largest number of people. Legislation

is rarely designed to control the root prab-

lem of unrestricted and sometimes wasteful

consumption. Hence, fishery management ap-

pears to be primarily effected by popular

decisions. Scientific and economic reason

are secondary in the current legislative

sys tern.

The best examples of marine fishery

legislation based on popular mandate are

bills that seek to resolve conflict between

commercial and recreational fishermen. Such

conflicts are usually brought to the atten-

tion of the legislature by the sportsmen.

Striped bass and menhaden bills are good ex-

amples of this kind of legislation. Since
1960, more bills have been introduced on



FIGURE 6 Afar'inc Zisksry Bills Introduced, Passed, and Signed into
Lac in Ssv 1'ork State, f980- Lg 78
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Source: Legislative Reference and Index.
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the striped bass fishery than on any other
marine fishery issue  see Fig. 7! . All to-

gether, 90 striped bass legislative pro-
posals were introduced during the fourteen-

year period--an average of 6 per year, Only
a few of these bills vere reported out of
cammittee. Only one passed both houses,
and it was not signed into law. Host of

these bills seek to limit or prevent all

commercial fishing for striped bass by in-

creasing the size limits to 16 inches, re-

stricting use of nets, creating bag limits,
requiring commercial licenses, or by allawing
harvesting by hook and line only. Popular
support and encouragement for such legis-

lation canes predictably from the recrea-

tianal fishermen wha contend that striped
bass should be reserved for use as a sport
fish. Although undocumented in the scien-

tific fisheries literature, the casual sale

of an otherwise sport catch to fish markets

and restaurants is a well-known local pheno-

menon. It is also important. to note that

there is no evidence that the striped bass
is being overfished by commercial intereats .

A recent reviev of landings data shows

a general increase in commercial landings of

striped bass in New York since the mid

1930s .83  see Pig. 9!, and available sta-

tistics show that this is true for the en-

tire Middle AtlantiC Bight. The same re-

port points out that the estimated total

sport catch for the Atlantic Coast in 1965

was five ta six times the veight of the

commercial catch in 1970. There is no rea-

son to believe the spartfishing effort has

decreased since that time. The increase in

landings has been partly affected. by an in-
creased effort in both the comnercial and

sport fisheries and almost certainly by an

increase in population. As an anadromous

species  spawning in fresh water but living

most of its life in the ocean! that prefers

inshore coastal waters, striped bass may be

taking advantage of higher primary produc-
tivity due to increased nutrient loads in

their estuarine and river nursery areas .

This hypothesis has been made for the Chesa-

peake Bay area,8" although the influence af
estuarine eutrophication on increased yield

cannot be accurately forecast. The sharp

decline in striped bass commercial landings

since 1967 may be no more significant ta the

overall increasing trend than any of the

previous temporal declines. In any case,

legis latian based an scientific infarmation

and directed taward all participants af the

fishery is the only way to achieve good

man ag amen t.
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Legislative efforts to change the law

as it relates to the menhaden fishery are

also largely instigated by sportfishing

interests, seeking to restrict the px oduc-

tivity of the industxy. They have not been

successful to date  see Fig. 7! . A total

of 35 menhaden bills were introduced be-

tween 1960 and 1973, all of which died in

committee. Only one menhaden bill passed

in the house where it was introduced.

Menhaden bills since 1960 can be di-

vided into three groups. Bills of the first

group were intended to amen ' ECL section

13-0343 subdivision 15b allowing licensed

vessels to fish menhaden in Long Island Sound

west of Eatons Neck Point. This proposal
was introduced in the senate and assembly in

consecutive years 1966-1969, and in the sen-

ate in 1970, with the same sponsorship each

year. The second group of hills were intend-

ed to amend ECL section 13-0333 by adding a

px'ovision designatinq the area of Long Island

Sound west of Eatons Neck POint a "sanctuarV"
area for menhaden." This is essentially the

same as the first group but in more environ-

mentally appealing language. Bills of the

second group were introduced consistently in

both houses since 1967 and, like the first

group, were almost identical in wordi.ng, span-

sorship, and lack of success. The third

group of bills was introduced only in the

senate, except for one,s6 in consecutive

years from 1969 through 1972, but these, too,

were nearly identical in wording, sponsor-

ship, and success. These bi,lls also sought

to amend section 13-1343 to prevent menhaden

fishing in Hunti.ngton Bay, Lloyd Harbor,

Northport Bay, and Cold Spring Harbor.

Unlike marine fishery legislation in

general, menhaden legislation  see Fig. 10!

has had nothing to do with the productivity

of the fishery. The expected pattern is that

as abundance of a species declines, as indi-

cated by a decrease in commercial landings,

public concern stimulates legislative efforts

to restri.ct the fishery. Zn New York State,

however, restrictive menhaden legislation is

not aimed at rejuvenating the fishery  in

spite of the use of preservationist termi-

nology such as "sanctuary" in various bills! .
Indeed, there has been vi.rtually no menhaden

processing industry in the state since 1966.s

Menhaden legislation was stimulated not

because of declining abundance but because of

an artificial conflict of interests between

the sport and industrial fisheries. This

conflict developed from false assumptions that

menhaden are the only food source for game

species such as bluefish and striped bass,

and that harvesting menhaden. will either drive

away the aport species, destroy their food

supply, or catch them unintentionally.

Actually, catches of food fish in menhaden

nets are minimal' Moreover, bluefish

and striped bass are aggressive predators

and wi.ll eat othex species if there are no

menhaden. Stomach analyses have shown they

also feed on flounder, cunner, scup, and

small tautog. The supposed conflict in use

of New York's menhaden resource is unsub-

stantiated.

Industrial landings of menhaden in New

York have dropped to zero since 1966 be-

cause the processi,ng plants have been re-

located out of the state. However, commer-

cial landings of striped bass and bluefish

in New York have generally increased in re-

cent years  see Fig. 10! . It is important

that Figure 10 does not include sport

landings of striped bass and bluefish. Sta-

tistical data for sportfish landings in New

York are not available. However, a reason-

able estimate is that recreational catches

of striped bass and bluefish have also in-

creased along with the popularity of the

sport and possibly the abundance of the two

species. It is also important that, the

curve for menhaden landi.ngs in the state pro-

bably does not resemble the curve for men-

haden taken from state waters. Again, this

is due to a statistical malady: fish are

commonly recoxded in the state where they

are landed. Thus, an abundant menhaden

resource in New York waters wi11 not be evi-

dent from the state's landings statistics,
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FIGURE lo Comparison of JAnhaden Legislation to Cosrjseroial landings
of Nenhaden  in Nillione of Pounds! and Striped Base and
Blaefieh I'in Thousands of PbandeJ, K9SO-l97R
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nor will the state benefit if the resource

is being landed in another stats.

The menhaden fishery along the East

and Gulf coasts is the largest U,S. commer-

cial fishery in terms of weight; its dollar

value, excluding shellfish and crustaceans,

ranks next to the tuna and salmon fisheries.

In 1968 menhaden were 34 percent by weight

of the total U.S. catch of all species.

One New Jersey-based company reports netting

approximately 180 million pounds in 1972, of

which one-third to one-half was taken from

Long Island Sound. Thus, New York ' s men-

haden resource is larger than the state

landings data imply. The reason is that

menhaden caught in New York waters are now

being landed and processed in New England and

New Jersey. The natural decline in abundance

since the 1960s now seems to be reversing

locally. Northeastern fishermen are reporting

record catches for the 1973 season as far

nOrth aS Maine.9~

Hence, the surge of restrictive legis-

lation on the menhaden fishery in New York

waters which coincided with a decline in

landings could have wasted a valuable resource

if the bills had been signed into law. More-

over, it would have been totally ineffective

at controlling the natural stocks of either

menhaden or the game species, concern over

which prompted the legislation in the first

place. An important point often overlooked

in such situations is that coastal, estuarine,

and especially second trophic level species

such as menhaden typically undergo wide fluc-

tuations in abundance for purely biological

and environmental reasons, When the resource

is economically important, like menhaden,

the fluctuations are usually blamed on man.

The legislative machinery is then put to

work, the resource often swings back to

former levels of abundance, and an abiding

faith in the wisdom of the legislature to

solve ecological problems is reinforced.

This pattern has been noted by McHugh in the

Chesapeake blue crab fishery9~ and is pro-

bably common in other estuarine fisheries.

More recently, McHugh observed:

[Natural] fluctuations in themselves

have aggravated the social-political

situation because they create serious

economic problems at times for the

industry, and because they are not

distinguished by most people from the

effects of fishing or other human

activity....The principal effect of

Jeffersonian philosophies...has been

aII abiding faith in the pOWer Of

legislation, and inadequate and uneven
support of scientific and socio-

economic research. Each major dip

in the catch...has stimulated re-

strictive legislation of one form

or another. The resource recovered

each time, therefore restrictive

laws must be good! ~ >

The menhaden resource that migrates

into the New York marine district in the

summer each year could be valuable to the

state if it were properly managed. It is

important as a bait fish for anglers and. the

lobster fishery, as well as for industrial

processing into meal and oil. Proper manage-

ment would include not only greater surveil-

lance and control over its use, but also re-

search on the population dynamics and

breeding requirements of the fish, so that

natural fluctuations in abundance can be

better understood. Ef f ective management

would also require cooperation with other

states .

Legislation on fishing gears is usually

similar to legislation on species, in that

it, tends to be restrictive and based on

popular solutions to management problems.

Marine fishery legislation introduced since

1960 included 75 bills proposing various

controls over beam and otter trawls, seines,

pound and gill nets, and restrictions on

the operation cf commercial fishing vessels

 see Fig. 11!. Most legislative effort was

directed at the beam and otter trawl fish-

eries in 1964, 1965, and 1966. Bills

during this time, and after 1960 generally,

have concentrated on issues of inshore
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trawling, privileges of out-of-state oper-

ators, and fines for trawling violations.

In 1960, one bill in each house was

introduced to prohibit use of trawls in the

Atlantic Ocean within one mile of shore be-

tween Rockaway Inlet and the Rockaway Point

Jetty in lieu of one-half mile as provided

in the law at that time.~4 The identical

bills did not progress beyond their res-

pective committees . Four years later there

was a surge of legislative effort to move

the prohibited trawling area to two miles

offshore fram any shoreline af the state.9~
None of these hills passed aut of the stand-

ing committees, but later in the year two

more bills were introduced,9~ one in each

hause by the rules committees, which sought

only to extend the existing half-mile-wide

na-trawling area off the Rockaways to the

Pire Island Inlet. Both of these bills were

reported, and the assembly bill was even-

tually passed, sent ta the governor, and

signed into law.97 In the following year,
1965, anather effort was made to increase

the width of the prohibited trawling area.

Three assembly hills and one senate bill pro-

posed establishing a na-trawling area within

one mile of any marine district shoreline

instead of the half-mile zone instituted the

year before. To illustrate the arbitrary

nature of this legislation, the same sponsors

almost immediately introduced legislation

that would create a two-mile-wide no-trawling

zone. ~ None of these bills was successful

in Cammittee. 0 1n 1966 another effort was

made to establish a prohibited trawling area

two miles wide from all shorelines in the

marine district. These four bills were

also unsuccessful in committee. Enthusiasm

for anti-trawling legislation seemed to lose

momentum af ter the mid-1960s. Only two bi.lls

in 1967, three in 1969, and two in 1970 at-

tempted to outlaw trawling within two miles

of shore hut again failed.

Prohibited trawling bills were the bulk

of the beam and otter trawl legislation

introduced since 1960. Of a tots.l 44 beam

and otter trawl bills during this period, 30

proposed to extend or increase the area in

which trawls could not be used. Other bills

sought to increase fines for trawling vio-

lations, provide licenses for taking fluke

with trawls, and specify terms of reciprocal

privileges for nonresident trawl fishermen.

On1y three of the 44 bills introduced were

passed into law. They were' a! the 1964

extension of tha half-mile-wide prohibited

trawling area fram Rockaway Inlet to Fire

Island Inlet mentioned above, b! a 1965

provision for nonresidents to take marrne

food fish with beam and otter trawls,'

c! a 1966 bill to prohibit use of nets,

beam trawls, and otter trawls in Huntington

Bay, Lloyd HarbOr, Northport Bay, and Cold

Spring Harbor. x4 x

Legislation on commercial fishing

vessels was the number-two issue in fishing

gear bills introduced  see Fig. 11! . How-

ever, in only two years was legislative

activity on this issue notable, There were

only two kinds of bills on fishing vessels

during this two-year period. The first kind

proposed registration with EnCon of commer-

cial fishing vessels making home port in

New York Stats. In 1964, one senate and

one assembly bill 0" proposed this require-
ment of only nanresident operations making

home port within the state. In the same

year twa other bills, and in 1965 four

more bills,'06 reworded the same proposal
to include all commercial fishing vessels

making home port in the State. These bills

all required vessel registratian, regard-

less of where the fishing was done. None

of these bills progressed beyond the com-

mittee stage in either house. The second

kind of fishing vessel legislation was to

restrict the number of commercial fishing

vessels using nets to no more than two in

any one square mile of water within the

marine district. Two bills in each house

proposed this legislation in 1964x47 and

another three hills were introduced the

following year. Again, none of these

bills passed out of committee.
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Fishing vessel bills were suddenly ab-
sent fram the roster of marine fishery bills
introduced in 1966. The major surge of beam
and otter trawl legislation in 1964 and 1965
greatly diminished in 1966. The reason pro-
bably lies in the sudden decline of the in-
dustrial fisheries as documented by
McHugh.~o" Figure 12 illustrates an in-
creasing trend in menhaden Landincs from
1930 to 1957. The sharp decline in 1958
landings stimulated the use of otter trawls
in the industx'ial fishery ta supplement purse
seine landings. In the late 1950s and early
1960s, landings of menhaden increased due to
a real rise in abundance of the species.
However, by 1962 the trawl fishery was making
a significant contribution to the total land-
ings of all industrial species and other un-
sorted industrial fish. The trawl fishery
for industrial species was short-lived, but
its impact was probably great enough to stimu-
late a rash of legislation against commer-
cial fishing vessels and otter trawls in 1964
and 1965. It seems unlikely that the large
increase in bills aimed at restricting the
industrial trawl fishery and the concurrent
increase in the trawl catch were purely coin-
cidental. Although little of this legis-
lation became law, by 1966 the bottom had
fallen out of the %tate's industrial fishery,
the local processing plants had closed, and
the need for legislating control had suddenly
ceased.

This account of the decline and fall of
New York State's industrial fishery illus-
trates two classic features of lack of manage-
ment:

1! The initial extravagant exploita-
tion of a suddenly abundant re-
source, and the rise of new fishery,
in this case the trawl fishery,
without regard for future abundance
or the effects on athex fisheries .

2! The political action, coming only
as "the problem" reaches critical
proportions,

But action quickly dies with the fishery, in-
dicating that resource management is frequently

crisis-oriented, Indeed, usually no one cares
about management when the resource is abundant.

But when economic or social values are built

on the existence of a resource and then the

resource suddenly declines, everyone cares

and demands that government do something
about "the problem."

Review of the recent lyqislative history
of marine fishery bills demonstrates several
factors in the legislative process that af-
fect fisheries management. First, it is ap-
parent that popular demands on the regulation
of marine fisheries  particularly of game
species! are x'eflected in the volume of bills

introduced on any one issue at any one time.
The striped bass and menhaden legislation
introduced since 1960 is a good example. It
is obvious in fishery legislation, as in
other types of legislation, that, the more

politically active the public, the more
bills are introduced. In New YOrk State
there are more recreational fishermen than

full-time commercial fishermen, so it is not

surprising to find that most legislation
seeks to restrict commerciaI fishing opera-
tions and fuzthex the aims of the spozt
f i shermen.

The second factor in mazine fishery
legislation is that more bills do not neces-

sarily mean more legislative altex'natives.
It is not uncommon to find one proposal re-
peated several times in several different

bills introduced in the same house during the
same year and sometimes by the same sponsor.
This is especially true of the most popular
issues. When there was a aelieved need to

regulate commercial fishing vessels in 1964

and 1965, 15 bills were intraduced�but theze
were essentially anly two proposals.

Success of certain bills seems to be in

no way related to the number of times they
are introduced. This indicates that same-

thing othez than the majority voice of the
people determines fishery management policy.
Thus, the third factor is that regardless
of the apparent or real management needs of

living marine resouxces, success or failure of
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and government.

39

a policy change is determined by a political
force other than popular majority opinion.
It may not be surprising to find such a force

residing in a relatively sma 1 number of law-

makers and administrators. This force is a

cons ervative f actor which tends to buf f er

radical and fluctuating public opinion.
Although not in keeping with the prin-

ciples of a pure democracy, control of fish-
eries policy by a few should not be cansidered
undesirable or even unusual in environmental

management. Frequently the policy that is

best for conservation of the resource is not
the most. popular policy, Legislation based
on government or university research may be
entirely without popular support. In fishery
affairs, the public most often directly in
contact with the marine fish is "too close

to the trees to see the forest" and too

vocal about its personal interests ta recog-
nize the real exploitation limits of the re-
source. Hence, resource users usually have
conflicting opinions. As the late Wilbert H.
Chapman recently wrote;

If there is anything that can be

said definitely about the fish

business, it is that every citizen
above the age of about six is expert
in it. No molecular biologist,
mathematician, or nuclear physicist
is deemed too abstruse or theoretical
in his training ta be barred from a

presidential scientific advisory
committee panel advising the president
and the government at large on haw
to harvest the ocean. No fisherman

on the dock hesitates to declare how

ignorant scientists are of fish and
the ocean. In between, there are
few dentists, doctors, truck drivers,
lawyers, or common laborers who will

not admit to a modest knowledge of
fish and the ocean and how they
should be managed

Instituting rational management will require
a balance of the special interests in the re-

source, together with the best possible sci-

entific information on the nature of the re-

source and the harvesting capacity of all the

users. This can probably best be achieved by
a small group of experts in fisheries science
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The practice of marine fishery conser-

vation through rational management of fishing

is dependent on adequate information on the

life history nf the resource, stock size,

catch, and fishing effort. The management

method used is dependent on the value the

state's living marine resources have to its

people. The political process may direct

management to assure maximum economic return

for commercial operations, maximum sus-

tainable catch, or maximum participation

for recreational interests. In any case,

management policy decisions require a

statement of objectives, a political

function; and comprehensive information on

the fish and fishery, a scientific function.

When these two functions do not work to-

gether, management becomes inc f f ective,
as McHuqh observed:

When fishery legislation can be

promoted or enacted without prior

benefit of scientific knowledge

and without provision to obtain

i t, f i shery research and management
go their separate directions and

progress is slow at best. ' r r

The information base for fishery legislation

in New York State is derived basically from
two sources. First, the legislative struc-

ture may obtain scientific and other infor-

mation on particular issues by authorizing

special studies or simply by soliciting

opinions from the general public. second,

the executive branch of government admini-

sters formal research on marine resource

problems and collects basic fishery data from

which scientific information can be derived

and applied to the lawmaking process.

The New York State Legislature considers

marine fishery legislation in much the same

way as any other bicameral government in

the United States. Scientific information

can be entered in any of three different

places along the policy-making pathway  see
Fig. 13! . Information, technical or other-

wise, can be presented to the assemblymen

or senators from the public, ox introduced

dixectly into the standing committees as

background on specific bills under
consideration, ar entered. at the governor' s

level as an aid in determining which bills

should be signed.

Information that the individual legis-

lators receive from their fishing consti-

tuency will frequently be biased according

to the special interests of the fishexmen

in the legislator's district. Thus, legis-

lators from districts containing major com-

mercial fishing ports may be more respon-

sive to the needs of the commercial fisher-

men than recreational fishermen and vice

versa. It is only natural that legislators

represent the majority interests of their

district. However, it should be helpful to

each legislator to have available the most

up-to-date and objective information on the

particular issues raised by the fishermen.

Once a fishery bill is introduced in either

house, it is referred to the respective

standing committees on environmental can-

sexvation. The conservation and environ-

mental protection merits of the various pro-

posals are considered in these committees,

so this is the place where technical infor-

mation on marine fisheries is most likely

to be useful. When a bill is passed by both

houses it may be signed or vetoed by the

governor. Objective background information

may again be used here to i.nsure that the

bill would actually further state consex'-

vation aims. For this information the

governor may rely on his Council of Environ-

mental Advisors, the commissioner of the

Department Of Environmental COnservation,

and/or various members of the legislature.

However, the governor will probably base

his decision on the practicalities of

administering the proposed law and on its
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Joint Legislative Caaeittee
on Environmental Conservation
Assembly Scientific Staff
nepartment of Environmental
Conservation I
1, Division Of Marine and

Coastal Resources
2. Marine and Coastal

advisory Council
3. }}ivision of planning

and Research
4. State Environmental Soard

political ramifications. l }2 If the gover-
nor signs the bill, it becomes law, which

will have a direct effect on the fishing
public; the legislative circuit is com-

pleted.

Technical data and background infor-

mation on marine fisheries is most impor-
tant in the legislative process at the

level of the house committees. The diverse

professional backgrounds and regional in-

terests of the standing committee members

 see Table 7! show a need for extensive

information from persons familiar with ma-

rine fishery problems. Within the legis-
lative branch there are several sources of

information to guide decision-making on
fishing and other conservation issues:

1! the Joint Conservation Public
Hearing held by the environmental
conservation committees of both
houses to discuss the various
conservation bills before the
committees;

2! the Joint Legislative Committee
on Environmental ConserVation  JLC! l
which also holds public hearings on
particular issues that are brought
to its attention publishes an
annual report, } ' and collects
information from government
agencies, industry, and universities;

3! the New York State Assembly
Scientific Staff, which serves
as collector of scientific and
technical information  not limited
to the field of conservation!
to be used in the legislative
process.

These three organizations are frequently
limited in their capacity to study marine
fishery problems by the large number of

other conservation issues that demand the

attention of their small staffs. The staff

of the Senate Committee on Environmental

Conservation includes only a counsel to the

chairman. The corresponding body in the as-

sembly has a two-man staff who must work for

two other standing committees. } } s The JLc

has a staf f of nine, including a director of



TABLE 7 Membez e o f the Aeeemb ly standing C'omm 't te» on ZnvinonmentaI Coneervati on - I&73

Ocospati onReeidenoeDi e tz'i ct by C'osn ty

Columbia-Greene-
Albany

Chemung-Tioqa

Suffolk

Paz" ty

1. Ch ai rman,
Clarence D. Lane wi ndh am

Elmira

Setauket

Woodgate

Resort owner

Feed manufacturer

Attorney

Insurance agent

2, L. Richard Marshall

«3, Peter J. Costigan

4. William R. Sears Oneida

Hotel and
restauran owner

5. Glenn H. Harxis Hami 1 ton-Fu 1 ton-
Franklin-Montgomery

Town o f
Arietta

Treasurer and
office manager

6, Frank A. Carroll RochestexMonroe

Assemblyman

Automobxle sales
executive

7, Fred Drome, Jr.

8, Neil W. Kelleher

Rexford

Troy

Saratoga

Albany-Rensselaer

Westfield9. John W. Beckman Chautauqua

Clinton-Essex-Warren

Monroe

Nassau

Insurance agent

Attorney

Engineer

Plattsburgh

Rochester

10. Andrew W. Ryan, Jr.

11, William M. Steinfeldt

Management/
insurance agent

12. Philip .B. Healey Massapequa

Ecology teacherP 1 ai nvi ewNassau-Suf folk
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"Nassau and Suffolk County representatives

group has been increased by arranging for

special study projects at universities in

Various other sources at state and local

research, a program analyst, an environmental

engineer, two counsels, a director, and three

administrative pexsonnel. ~ '~ The JLC inter-

est in living marine resources has been

slight, however. Out of 55 legislative pro-

posals recommended by the JLC during the

1971-72 session, only one related to fish

resource management.. Prior to that, the

group spent two days in 1969 on a marine re-

sources field trip to Long Island and another

day at coastal zone hearings from which no

recommendations or legislative action devel-

oped. The New York State Assembly Scien-
tific Staff consists of two scientists and

three administrative personnel who compile

and analyze technical and scientific infor-

mation relevant to current or potential leg-
islation. The effectiveness of this small

cooperation with the Sea Grant Program an~

the National Science Foundation. Although

this is a new procedure in state government,

other special studies on marine fisheries

have been sponsored by the New York State

Legislature. In gener'al, however, legis-

lative factfinding has relied principally on

public response to specific issues or prob-
lems.

levels would be likely to have background in-

formation on the marine fisheries or know

where it could be found  see Fig. 13! . In

addition to the opinions of the f ishermen,

there is a resident expertise in marine scz-

ences on Long Island at several colleges and
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universities, private industries, and labora-
tories. The organization most concerned with
marine resources planning and management is
the Regional Marine Resources Council of the
Nassau-Suf folk County Regional Planning
Board. The council was established in 1967,
following the recommendations of the Oceano-
graphic Committee. It has been instru-
mental in identifying problems and collecting
information on the development of all marine
resources in relation to bi-county planning
efforts on Long Island. Th* New York

State Sea Grant Program is also developing
useful technical data on marine and Great

Lakes fisheries by sponsoring applied scien-
tific and interdisciplinary research. Through
its Advisory Service, Sea Grant is contri-

buting to general public awareness of living
marine resources, which could encourage
rational fishery legislation in the long run.

LANNING AND RESEARCH

Planning

Research Coordinatian

Environ ental Analysis

It should be noted, however, that all

information sources discussed so far deal

with a large variety of environmental and
technical infarmation in addition to that

which pertains to the marine fisheries. The

only organization that works exclusively on
the problems of New York's living marine re-
sources is the Division of Marine and Coastal

most of the basic fishery research in New

York and is the most-used saurce of legis-
lative information.~2z

The Division of Marine and Coastal Resources

is one of eight divisions composing the twa
EnCon branches of environmental quality and
management  see Fig. 14! . Each divisian

Fish and wildlife

Lands and Forests

Marine and Coastal Resources

Water Management Planning

Resource Management Services
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 except for Marine and Coastal Resources!

provides field services through EnCon's nine

regional offices. Most of Long Island and

the marine distri,Ct are in Region One, Which

has headquarters on the State University

campus at Stony Brook  see Fig. 1! . Unlike

other divisions, Marine and Coastal Resources

is entirely within Region One and also di-

rected from the regional offices in Stony

Brook, There is necessary interaction be-

tween Region One and division operations.

For example, although the division is charged

with management, research, and shellf ish sani-

tation functions, enforcement of marine

fishery regulations is a Region One law en-

forcement responsibility. Wetlands management,

which may be very important to the survival

of certain species of marine fish, is also

the responsibility of Region One, Division of

Fish and Wildlife personnel,

The Division of Marine and Coastal Re-

sources is organized into three sections em-

ploying a professional staff of about 38 sci-
entists and technicians  see Fig. 15! . In

addition to this technical expertise, the di-

rector of the division receives information

from the Marine and Coastal Fisheries Advisory

Committee. This committee of 10 .includes

representatives of the shellfish farmers, bay-

msn, commercial fishermen, and saltwater

anglers ''  see Table 8! . Members of the

committee are nominated by the division and,

if approved by the commissioner of the depart-

ment, serve for three years. AlthOugh they

produce no official reports or special stud-

ies, their function as a citizens' advisory

group is important to fishery management

policy. They review proposed legislation

and administrative functions and may gener-

ally act as spokesmen for all users of living
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f i shermen
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comme r ci al
fishermen

Lawrence Z. Clarke

Captain Haward Berlin party boat
operators

sport fishermen

sport fishermen

sport fishermen

John A. Sinner

Harry Kilthau

David Knickerbacher

marine resources. As such, their experience

and opinions to the legislative and admini-

strative branches of government are signifi-

cant. '~4

Ao Research

Research facilities, in addition to the main

headquarters at Stony Brook, include a lab-

oratory at nearby Flax Pond and various boats

equipped to work in any part of the marine

district. Much of the work, hawever, is cur-

rently oriented taward the shellfisheries.

The Management and Development section has

an oyster seed and transplantation project

which removes shellfish from uncertified to

certified areas. The Environmental Control

search section has various projects under

way on reef populations, marine algae, bay

scallop growth, and striped bass .'

section works almost exclusively on deter-

mining the sanitary quality of marketed shell-

fish and the water quality in the shellfish

growing areas. This sectio~ has the author-

ity to close shellfish growing areas that do

not meet water quality certification stan-

dards. The section also issues all permits

and licenses required for any harves ti ng in

the waters of the marine district. The re-

The reef populations work deals with im-

proving various fish stocks through the con-

struction of offshore artificial reefs. Zt

is generally conceded that such reefs effec-

tively increase the populations of game fish

either by concentration of the ambient re-

gional populations at the reef site or by
providing for an actual increase in numbers .

An important management question that remains,
however, is "who gets the fish' ?" Even

with a real increase in a resource popu-

lation due to an improvement in the habitat,

the fundamental problem of establishing

equitable controls on exploitation remains

with the management agency.

The marine algae project is investi-

gating the problem of excessive algal

growth, which is causing objectionable

odors, impeding navigation, and decreasing

esthetic and real estate values, Qf course,

there would be no problem if the people who

crowd onto the waterfront properties were

more careful in their waste disposal which

has added nutrients to the water and has

led to excessive algal growth. Research on

this problem is no doubt in response to pub-
lic demand, but it does not treat the more

fundamental management problem of control-

ling resource overuse.  In this case the

resource is the marine environment and it

is used as a sink for waste.! However, the

public seems satisfied with the investi-

gations of only the symptoms; therefore,

this limited research is all that is needed

politically for the time being.

Studies of scallop growth include ap-

plications to warm-water aquaculture, This

work could be important for the efficient

use of thermal wastes fram fossil fuel and.

nuclear power generating stations. Al-

though warm-water aquaculture could boost

state shellfish production, it will not

apply to management, since rights to ther-

mal effluents will probably be leased or

privately owned . The sanitary quality of
the shellfish so produced will remain the

primary concern af the state.



It is unfortunate that few of the re-

search projects and surveys undertaken by

the division produce the information re-

quired for comprehensive and rational man-

agement of New York's marine fish resources.

Most of the division's effort is directed

at the shellfish resource, probably because

it is the most valuable of the state' s

living marine resources. Although water

quality studies are important to protect the

public from polluted shellfish, little or no

work is being done an reversinq the spread

of uncertified growing areas. Moreover,

there seems to be no unified direction with-

in ar among the three division sections.

There is apparently no plan to integrate en-

vironmental monitoring with. research on ma-

rine resources to produce management policy

recommendations ta the legislature, There

is little significant effort to investigate

stock sizes, tatal amount of fishing effort,

and environmental quality requirements, all

of which are fundamental to the maintenance

and management of healthy fish populations.

S. ~Fundin

mother aspect of management is the influence

of fundinq on basic long-term fisheries man-

agement research. Federal aid in support of

such research has encouraged states ta re-

spond to research needs. The Federal Aid in

Fish Restoration Act of 1950, commonly known

as the Dingell-Zahnsan Act  Public Law

81-681!, and the Commercial Fisheries Re-

search and Development Act of 1964  Public

Law 88-309! and. the Anadromous Fish Con-

servation Act of 1965  Public Law 89-304! '29

have been important in assisting New York' s

marine fisheries research.   These sources

work only by matching federal funds with

state funds accarding to certain predeter-

mined percentages.

Money appropriated to the state under

the Dingell-Johnson Act is specifically

"designed for the restoration and management

of all species of fish which have material

value in connection with sport or recreation

in the marine and/or fresh waters." Thus,

increase in research and management efforts

on game fish is due, at least in paxt, to

this f unding incentive. The amount qiven

each state is determined by the size of the

recreational fishery and the relative size

of the state's water area. According to sec-

tion three of the Dingell-Johnson Act, federal

suppart ta the state is given equal to the

revenue accruing fram tax on fishing rods,

creels, reels, artificial lures, baits, and

flies during the preceding fiscal year. r SZ

Section four further stipulates that after

an amount not ta exceed eight percent of

the total annual appropriation is deducted

f or the adminis trative expenses of the

secretary of the interior, the remainder

will be apportioned for each fiscal year

amang the states in the following manner:

1! 40 percent in the ratio which
the area of each state including
coastal and Great Lakes waters
bears to the total area of all
the states;

2! 60 percent in the ratio which
the numbex' of persons holding paid
licenses to fish fox sport or
recreation in the state ... bears
ta the number of such persons
in all the states; provided...
that no state shall receive less
than one percent nor more than
five pexcent of the total amount
apportioned to all the states.'

The rationale is that a state with a

larger water area and a larger fishing pub-

lic needs proportionately greater research

support. It would appear that a state could

enhance its claim ta Dingell-Johnson funds

through broadening its license base by in-

cluding saltwater anglers. However, EnCon

has decided to use this funding source exclu-

sively far freshwater game fish research. r 3"

Federal assistance for marine fisheries

management, and research is derived entirely

from the two other authorities, the Com-

mercial Fisheries Research and Development

Act of 1964  P.L. 88-309! and the AnadrOmOus

Pish Act of 1965  P.L. 89-304! .
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The Commercial Fisheries Research and

Development Act is designed to provide fed-

eral financial assistance to state researcH

and development projects for commercial

fisheries resources. The act provides a

total of $5,750,000 to be apportioned by the

secretary of the interior to the states, with

preference to states which are determined to

be suffering commercial fishery tailure

due to resource disaster arising from natural

or undetermined causes. " >>5 However, appor-
tionment tc the states of these funds is more

specifically mandated:

~ ..on a basis dstszmined by the

ratio which the average of the value

of raw fish harvested by domestic

commercial fishermen and received

within the state  regardless where

caught! for the three most recent

calendar years ... plus the average

of the value to the manufacturer of

manufactured and pzocessed fishezy

merchandise manufactured within each

state for the three most recent

calendar years ..., bears to the

total average value of all raw fish

h arvss ted by domes ti c commsr ci el

fishermen and received within the

states  regaxdless where caught!

and fishery merchandise manufactured

and processed within the states for

the three most recent calendar years'' ..

receive anHowever, no state may

apportionment for any

of less than one-half

fiscal year

of 1 per centum

6 per centumof funds or more than

of funds.~~6

Except in the case of "resource disaster," as

the average landings of commercial food fish

and industrial fish increase, the amount of

federal funds available for research and de-

velopment also increases. It would therefore

benefit the management efforts of New York

State to maximize commercial and industrial

landings. It has already been noted, however,

that the industzy utilizing New York's men-

haden resource lands and processes the catch
in other states. This represents an economic
loss to New York af not only the catch and

the processing plant, but also potential re-

search funds; the nominal licensing fees for

menhaden vessels in no way compensate for the

income and management funding the state could

realize from this resource. Institution of

menhaden moratoria in New York waters in the

name of conservation does nothing to fur-

ther understanding and rational management

of the resource which could be achieved

with the assistance of P. L. 88-309 funds.

The Comnercial Fisheries Act provides

for up to 75 percent reimbursement to the

state for work of broad interest and up to

50 percent for projects that benefit New

York only. Under the apportionment pro-

visions, New York State is eligible foz

appx'oximately $159,000. ~ 5 ~ Of this amount

the stats is using about $100,000 on vari-

ous marine research and support activities

which include the scallop growth study,
shellfish transplantation study,~3s primary
productivity study of two south shore bays,

and operation and maintenance of a shellfish

sanitation mobile laboratory, the Flax Pond
Laboratory,~~~ and the Office of Research

Coordination  see Fig. 15! . In spite of the

heavy load of support and service activities,

a conservative estimate is that at least an

additional 850,000 of matching funds   a
total of at least $100,000! should be made

available each year for commercial max'ine

fisheries management research in New York.

Another federal assistance source is

provided by the Anadromous Fish Act  p.L.

89-304!, which authorizes the federal govern-

ment to grant money to a stats  or group of

states acting in concert! for the purpose

of conserving and developing anadromous

fish resources. Similar to other federal

assistance programs, the federal share i.s

nct to exceed 50 percent of total costs of

work done with this aid in any one fiscal

year. Further, individual states are lim-
ited to not more than $1 million of these
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funds in any one fiscal year. However, it
is provided that:

Whenever two or more States having

a common interest in any basin

jointly enter into a co-operative
agreement...to carry out a re-

search and development program

to conserve, develop, and enhance

anadromous fishery resources...,

the Federal share of the program

shall be increased to a maximum

of 60 per centum. ~4~

This provision should be no small incen-

tive for states to work cooperatively on prob-

lems of managing fish resources that. migrate

across political boundaries.

Authorized federal appropriations under

P.I,. 89-304 for the first five-year period

ending June 30, 1970 amounted to $25 million.

A graduated yearly increase is also speci-

fied in the law, which brinas the amount

authorized for fiscal year 1974 to $10 mil-

lion. New York State's current allocation

of P. L. 89-304 funds is approximately

$107,000. About. $30,000 of this is cur-

rently being used to offset the costs of ma-

rine fishery research, principally on striped

bass. " One of the most important features

of P.L. 89-304 is that appropriated funds are

allowed to remain available until expended.

 Under P.L. 88-309 unspent funds remain avail-

able only until the end of the succeeding

fiscal year.! This permits time for the

states' management agencies to effect matching

fund legislation and develop programs, staff,

and facilities before losing the federal aid.

If state funds are not appropriated for fish-

ery research, the available federal alloca-

tion remains unused and may be carried over

to the next fiscal year or returned to the

federal treasury. A general inability to

make full use of this federal aid is wide-

spread. Nationally, nearly $1 million of

federal money for fishery research was not

used by the states in 1973.~43 The north-
eastern region, which includes New York, had

the largest portion of the national carry-

over balance, with approximately $682,000 of

P.L. 88-309 money and $56,000 of P.L. 89-304

money unused, 4 New York State's 1973 fis-
cal year carryover of P.L. 88-309 funds was

$156,000; this balance of potential research

money has been generally increasing in the

past several years.~"5
The. large carryover balances of uncom-

mitted federal aid to state fishery research,

particularly among the northeastern states,

create problems on the national and state

level. The National Marine Fisheries Ser-

vice is hard put to justify maintaining or

increasing congressional funding to the

federal aid programs if the states cannot

demonstrate effective use of the funds.

Moreover, New York State cannot make ef-

fective use of its federal allocations if

the legislature does not appropriate

matching funds. Zn effect, by not approving

z dollars for commercial fishery research,

they may be losing 2z dollars' worth of in-
formation on which to base management de-

cisions. However, it is important for

funding authorities in state and federal

government to realize that money in it-

self does not necessarily produce well-

managed fisheries. Indeed, without well-

planned research goals and priorities, com-

petent staff, and cooperation with other

states, increased funding will have little

effect on improving management of living

marine resources,

INSTITUTIONAL NEEDS

Rational marine fisheries management is

built on a firm understanding of the objec-

tives of management, the biology of the re-

source, and the socioeconomics of the fish-

ery. Any improvement of management policy

in New York State will depend on improving

the information base in these areas. Bio-

logic and socioeconomic research on the

state's fisheries can and should be a

function of the agency charged with admin-

istering conservation policy. Information



derived from such research should then be
presented to the legislature with specific
recommendations for designing management
policy. This is the basic function of the
conservation agency.

Institutional arrangements for managing
New York's marine fisheriee need revision

in several broad areas. Recognition of the
following needs will be the first step to-
ward improving management;

1. C2ear2y etated obpeoxivee, goa2e,
and prioritiee aze xeeded to formu2ate a re-
eearoh and management p2an. New York, like
most other states, has confronted its re-

source management obligations with very gen-

eral policy objectives. The Environmental

Consex'vation Law declares that it is:

...the policy of the State of

New York to conserve, improve and

protect its natural resources and

environment and control water,

land and air pollution, in order

to enhance the health, safety and
welfare of the people of the state

and their overall economic and

social well being. ~4t

It is also EnCon's function to develop marine
fisheries management policies and planning
to achieve the objectives of state environ-

mental policy. ~47 To date, no detailed plan
exists which specifically states the objec-
tive of living marine resource management
and lays out priorities.

A general statewide environmental plan
with periodic xevisions is mandated by the
law, ~ "I and a preliminary edition has been
produced. Although this preliminary plan
does not include a separate management plan
for marine fisheries, it gives several in-

dications of EnCon' s attitude toward the ma-
rine fisheries. For example, it states that
EnCon is cooperating with the U. S. Depart-
ment of the Interior in preparing a fish and
wildlife management plan.~5~ But the federal

agency responsible for marine fisheries is

the National Marine Fisheries Service in the

Department of Commerce. Thus, a state plan
developed without consulting this latter

agency would probably say little about the

marine fisheries. There is also a notable

emphasis in the plan on managing fish re-
sources for recreational users in preference

to commercial users:

In the environmental equation

fish and wildlife axe natural

resources which provide recreational
fishing and. hunting, passive
recreation for observation and

photography, and some limited
commercial supply.''

'Sustained yield' means that

sufficient base species populations
axe maintained to produce an annual

surplus for recreational hunting

and fishing and where compatible,
commercial use. ~

Recognition Of New York ae a majOX At-

lantic Coast fishing state is conspicuously
absent throughout the plan, despite the 1972

commercial px'oduction of fish and shellfish

in the state which approximated $22 million

landed value'~3 and well over $100 million
retail.' " A plan which considers commercial
fisheries an inconsequential industry cannot
recognize their economic potential or their

great decline up to now. Zt is also im-

portant for environmental planners to under-

stand the distinction between deciding how
much a resouxce can be harvested and deciding
who gets the resource. These two decisions

cannot be made as one. Zt is cleat that the

only existing environmental plan is inade-
quate for management of New York's marine
fisheries.

2. Comp2ete asd aomprehexeive data are

seeded ox a22 f'iehixg aotivitiee to a22ow ade-
quate monitoring of reeourae abuxdanoe and ee-

p2oitation ratee. The most basic information

to have on a fishery is  a! stock size, distri-
bution, and life history cf the species, and
 b! catch and fishing effort on the stock.
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At the present time, the state and federal

governments collect catch statistics and

effort data from nine statistical areas

the marine district. However, the catch

data are frequently misleading because fish

catches are recorded in the area where they

are landed, not necessarily where they are

caught. Thus, the most recent landings data

for menhaden in New York do not represent

the actual catch of the species in state

waters, since most of this resource is landed

in other states .

Incomplete fishing effort data are an-

other limitation on the usefulness of current

statistics for management purposes ~ There is

no pravision under the present system for ob-.

taining informatian on the impact of recrea-

tional exploitation on various fish resources.

Although some excellent studies of sport

fishery have been done for limited areas of

the state, there are only rough estimates

of the size of the saltwater sport fisheries

and na known published report an their fishing

capacity. This is not a situation unique

to New York, however. Few coastal states

have established adequate statistical systems,

probably because the cost is high and for

most species other than molluscan shellfish,

useful statistics cannot be obtained with-

out cooperation from other states. The ef-

fects on a migratory resource of fishing in

a neighboring state axe as important to New

York as they are to that state.

None of the public fisheries in New

York is currently being managed for maximum

sustainable biological or economic yield.

Fishing regulations in state management policy

have histarically concentrated on limiting

commercial fishing efficiency, while the

sport fisheries have been virtually uncon-

trolled. The catch and fishing effort in the

sport fisheries probably make up a substantial

poxtion of the total catch and effort in the

marine distxict. However, there are curxently

no good statistics on the sport fisheries.

And it will be impossible to protect the

state ' s marine f ishexy resources unless there

are management controls on all fisheries.

One method of instituting such control is to

require licenses of all participants. Uni-

versal licensinq would provide a way to im-

prove the statistical information base and.

enforcement capabilities, and a source of

revenue ta defray management casts. But the

state tends to favor recreational over com-

mercial f ishing. Xf, through political

decision, this preference becomes a stated

objective and policy, as has been implied in

the preliminary Environmental Plan, EnCon

will be faced with managing fisheries which

are naw unregulated and have little statis-

tical background.

Since the question of value is so much

a part of the management problem, socio-

economic information on the fisheries should

also be included in a comprehensive data

base, In fact, the law specifically states

that it shall be the responsibility of the

department to:

Formulate guides for measuring

presently unquantified environ-

mental values and relationships

so they may be given appropriate

consideration along with social,

economic, and technical considera-

tions in decision making.i~~

Review of the organizational structure of

Encon's Division of Marine and Coastal Re-

sources  see Fig. l5! indicates that. this

responsibility is probably not being met, in

regard to marine fishery resources.

3. Poet of Few York State 'e marine

fieheries require interstate cooperation for

tr u Lp e f feetive management. Large expendi-

tures of state money on research programs

without ccncurrent interstate cooperation

will do little to attain effective and ration-

al management. The marine diStrict is not a

closed system. Migratory species move freely

between jurisdictional areas of other states

and sometimes out to sea where they are sub-

ject to the fisheries of other countries.
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The decline of the menhaden resource, for
example, can be attributed to overfishing
in areas south of New York. S Thus, f ishery
resources within New York's jurisdiction can-

not be managed by the state unilaterally un-
less they are endemic to the state's marine
district. A primary requirement for effec-
tive fishery control is management by eco-
logical rather than political boundaries.

Unfortunately, there is no effective
mechanism for managing migratory species at
the present time. The Atlantic States Marine

FiSheries COmmisSion 9 could be a valuable

instrument fox promoting coordination of inter-
state marine fisheries management. With a

membership of all Atlantic coastal states

 and Pennsylvania! the commission has the po-
tential for instituting cooperative management
of migratory species, The commission has
sponsored useful research programs, but so
far it has been unsuccessful in translating
research findings into effective management
programs. The commission meets annually and
makes recommendations for state legislation.
Each state is represented by three commis-

sioners--the executive officer of the state
agency administering marine fishery policy,
a state legislator, and a citizen familiar
with marine fishery px'oblems ~ 6 An advisory
committee is also provided for, and the
federal agency responsible for fisheries
management is designated as the primary re-
search agency for the commission.~~~ How-
ever, the commission has no regulatory
powex's and, in its 32-year histozy, has
been unable tc convince the member states
that they cannot manage their migratory
fish resources individually.

A second mechanism for managing inter-
state fisheries which may be useful in the
future is the State-Federal Fisheries Nanage-
ment program, inaugurated in l971. 'sz A
major priority of the program is the estab-
lishment of rational systems for marine
fisheries management rathez than systems
based on short-term expediency. The program
openly recognizes two important problem areas

of current fisheries management concerning
federal and state authorities: a! how to
limit entry to increase commercial efficiency
and provide more effective control over ex-
ploitation; and b! how to demonstrate full

utilization and effective conservation methods
to improve the U.S. international nosition
on questions of access to fisheries beyond
the national 12-mile zone. At present the
United States is hard put to claim extended
fisheries jurisdiction an the basis of con-
servation, when the states have not been
able to demonstrate effective management or
full use of domestic xesources . Therefore,
it will be important for New York State to
participate in this new cooperative effort.

In lieu of adequate arrangements for
managing interstate fisheries, the state

should give top priority to managing fisheries
which remain essentially within the bounds of
state jurisdiction. Such fisheries include
those for various molluscan shellfish and a
few species of finfish. Of these, the hard
clam resource accounts for over half of the

landed value of all commercial marine

landings. " Hard clam landings now dominate
all other shellfish in weight and value  see
Table 6! and have been steadily increasing
since the early 1960s. 6 New York has a
program to monitor water quality in the shell-
fish gx'owing areas, and the hard clam fishery
is one of the few in the state that is
partially managed by a kind of limited entry.
 The leasing of shellfish growing areas may be
considered a form of limited entry, since it
effectively removes the resource from common
property status and free entry of the general
public.! However, at the present time there
is little reason to believe the hard clam re-
source will not fallow the traditional course
of successive rise and decline that has
characterized the other fisheries in the
state, Until the state can demonstrate ef-
fective management of its endemic x'esources,
there is little chance for successful manage-
ment af interstate fisheries.
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